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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

This chapter consists of three sections. The first section is the organization of this 

dissertation. The second section gives an overview of the bone structure and formation, and 

the role of trace element on the biomineralization process. The third section introduces 

ceramic materials as synthetic bone substitutes focusing on the resorbable calcium phosphate 

bioceramics and their crystal structure. 

I. Dissertation Organization 

This dissertation is organized in an alternate format. Several manuscripts which have 

already been published or are to be submitted for publication have been included as separate 

chapters. Chapter 1 is a general introdukion which describes the dissertation organization 

and introduces the human bone and ceramic materials as bone substitute. Chapter 2 is the 

background and literature review on dissolution behavior of calcium phosphate, and 

discussion of motivation for this research. Chapter 3 is a manuscript entitled “Si,Zn-modified 

tricalcium phosphate: a phase composition’ and crystal structure study”, which was published 

in Key Engineering Materials [I]. Chapter 4 gives more crystal structure details by neutron 

powder diffraction, which identifies the position for Si and Zn substitution and explains the 

stabilization mechanism of the structure. A manuscript entitled “Crystal structure analysis of 

Si, Zn-modified Tricalcium phosphate by Neutron Powder Diffraction” will be subinitied to 

Biorrzaterinls [ 2 ] .  

Chapter 5 is a manuscript, entitled “Dissolution behavior and cytotoxicity test of Si, 
Zn-modified tricalcium phosphate”, which is to be submitted to Biomaterials [3]. This paper 

discusses the additives’ effect on the dissolution behavior of TCP, and cytotoxicity test result 

is also included. Chapter 6 is the study of hydrolysis process of a-tricalcium phosphate in the 

simulated body fluid, and the phase development during drying process is discussed. A 

manuscript entitled “Hydrolysis of a-tricakiurn phosphate in simuIated body fluid and phase 

transformation during drying process” is to be submitted to Biornaterials [4]. Ozan Ugurlu is 

included as co-authors in these two papers’due to his TEM contributions. 
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Appendix A is the general introduction of the rnateriaIs synthesis, crystal structure 

and preIiminary dissolution result. A ; manuscript entitled “Resorption rate tunable 

bioceramic: Si&Zn-modified tricalcium phosphate” was published in Ceramic Engineering 

and Science Proceedings (the 29th International Conference on Advanced Ceramics and 

Composites - Advances in Bioceramics and Biocomposites) [SI. 

Dr. Mufit Akinc as major professor has been included as co-author on all of the 

manuscripts included in this dissertation. 

11. Bone 

2. Properties and structure 

Bone is highly specialized tissue and makes up the skeletal system along with 

cartilage. The two basic functions of bone are: (1) to provide structural support for the body 

and sites for muscle attachment, and (2) to Serve as a reservoir for ions, particularly calcium 

and phosphate and other trace elements such as magnesium and iron, which are employed in 

various metabolic reactions in the body. 
, I  

, * ’  

Bone can be classified accordink ‘to its anatomic function (weight bearing and 

protective), shape (long, short, flat), mechanism of formation and/or micro architectural 

structure (cortical (compact), trabecular (spongy)) [6,7]. Similar to most other living tissues, 

bone is composed of various types of cells with a distinct extracellular matrix. The 

characteristic cells in bone are osteoblasts, osteocytes, osteodasts and bone lining cells [7],  

which pIay the important role in the bone resorption and formation. Osteoblasts, which are 

responsible for bone matrix synthesis, appear on the surfaces of bone undergoing growth and 

development. They have the characteristic microscopic features of cells, which are actively 

involved in the synthesis of proteins and th‘e organic component of bone (collagen) as well as 

several bone-associated noncollegenous proteins in vitro. Osteocytes (presumably derived 

from osteoblasts) are found buried deep within matrix of mineralized bone, connected to one 

another or to the osteoblasts and are respons’ible for nutrition of bone. Osteoclasts are found 

where the bone is being resorbed and they carry out resorption processes. The last type of 

cell, bone lining cells, are flat, elongated d id  line the bone surface and can be considered as 
~ , J  >. 
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inactive osteoblasts. Bone-lining cells are thought to regulate the movement of calcium and 

phosphate into and out of the bone [SI. 

The extracellular matrix of bone, in order of decreasing proportion, consists of 

mineral, collagen, water, noncoIlagenous proteins and other organic moieties. Although the 

proportions vary from one part of the skeleton to another, on a dry weight basis, bone 

contains 60-70% inorganic and 30-40% organic materials and are in dynamic equilibrium 

with the body fluid [6 ] .  

The mineral of bone is a calcium-deficient, carbonate-containing, poor1 y-crystalline 

analogue of the naturally occurring mineral hydroxyapatite (Calo(PO&,(OH)2 or HAp). Bone 

apatite is distinct from the geological apatites. It has smaller size with tubular to needlelike 

morphology measuring 20-80 nrn in length and 2-5 nm in diameter [9]. The small crystalhe 

size of bone mineral is coupled with its high surface area (-180 rn2/g) [6 ] .  Bone apatite is 

also less perfect in atomic arrangement and stoichiometry, resulting in a more reactive and 

soluble phase compared to the stoichiometric mineraI hydroxyapatite. The cornposi tion of 

the bone mineral is heterogeneous with a22a/P=l S4-1.73 [10,1 I ]  and contains surface and 

structural impurities/substitutions. A large' number of research work refers to bone apatite as 

carbonate-apatite, given carbonate is the most prevalent bone mineral constituent not found 

in hydroxyapatite. Because of its small crystalline size and correspondingly large surface 

area, a high proportion of bone mineral particles is available for exchange and reaction with 

ions in the body fluids. Ions with the s i i i lar  size and charge readily substitute for Ca2+,  

PO:- and O H -  on the surface and within the growing crystal. In general, incorporation of 

such ions makes mineral crystals less perfect and more soluble, while some of these ions 

including Na' , CZ- and F -  are reported to stabilize HAp structure and decrease its solubility 

[12]. Other ions capable of incorpora$ng into the bone mineral are K+ , Mg2+ , 

CO:-, HCO, , HPO:-. t! 

The organic portion of bone consists of collagen, organic cement and cells. As much 

as 90 to 95 percent of the total organic weight is in the form of collagen fibers. Collagen is a 

gelatin-like protein, being the chief constituent of organic fibrils of bones, but also of skin 

and connective tissues. It is characterized by high praline and glycine and low aromatic 
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amino acid content [13]. The collagen.fibrils in bone tissue are surrounded by an organic 

substance often referred to as cement. This'organic cement, along with the bone mineral fills 

inter-fibriIlar spaces. Although the chemical composition of the cement is not definitely 

known, its nature suggests it is a protein-polysaccharide complex. 

3. Bone formation 

In general, bone formation and/or minerahation of hard tissues takes place in  four 

distinct stages. The cellular activities of osteoblasts, osteocytes and osteoclasts are essential 

to the process [9]. 

The first step in bone mineralization is the production of extracelhlar organic matrix 

known as osteoid (mostly collagen) simultaneously by osteoblasts and chondrocytes, which 

provide an environment favorable for 'mineralization. The collagenous precursors are 

typicaIly synthesized and laid down by osteoblasts in concentric layers. Once the organic 

framework is initially formed, the earlies't detectable event is an increase in extracellular 

calcium and phosphate concentrations associated partially with the loss of these ions from the 

chondrocytes or osteoblast cells [ 141. In addition, proteins as well as activities of certain 

enzymes associated with the mineralization process increase, preparing the matrix for 

calcification [ 15-17]. 

The formation of initiaI mineral crystals (nucIeation) is the second stage. The 

transient nature of the first phase makes it very difficult to detect, and verify its mineralogical 

identity. Some in vitro studies suggested that several calcium-phosphate minerals besides 

HAp might be the first nucleated mineral during the bone mineralization [18,19]. These 

studies propose that HAp does not precipitate directly from serum, but a less basic calcium 

phosphate salt is initiaIly formed, such as brushite (CaHP04-2H20) and octacalcium 

phosphate [20-221, which subsequently hydrolyzes to HAP. The experimental support for a 

precursor to HAp comes from the above studies on the solubility of caIcium-phosphate salts 

in aqueous solutions. Other investigators noted that amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) 

may be the intermediate to HAp [23]. The earliest evidence for the presence of an amorphous, 

or noncrystalline mineral-phase in bone came from electron-microscopy studies [24]. The 

subsequent X-ray diffraction studies suggested that this amorphous phase is a major 
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component of bone mineral [25,26]. Fleisch's result showed that the non-reversible 

transformation of ACP to HAP could occur in a media at physiological pH values [27]. 

Bone cells are assumed to play a direct role in fornation of the first bone mineral 

because they generally surround and cover the areas being mineralized. In addition, both the 

deposition of the calcium-phosphate minerals as well as the initial formation of HAp occurs 

due to the elevation of local calcium and phosphate concentration coordinated by the cells. 

Similarly, the formation of specific molecules that can serve as epitaxial nucleators, and the 

enzymatic removal or modification of macromolecules that inhibit mineral formation are 

regulated by the cells [28]. Various theories of mineral formation differ as to whether the 

nudeation can be considered homogenous or heterogeneous. The theories also differ as to 

how and to what extent the organic tissue is involved in nucleation of bone mineral. In the 

past, collagen was thought to be a promoter of HAP deposition in bone. Glimcher et al., has 

demonstrated that only native collagen, showing a periodic arrangement, will calcify in vitro 

and suggested that initiaI precipitation is associated with the periodic sites and the gaps 

created due to the specific organization of collagen macromolecules [29]. Robinson and 

Watson suggested that amino acids arranged on the surface of coIlagen molecules to mimic 

the apatite structure, providing a site for 2 the heterogeneous bone crystal nucleation [24]. 

Collagen is now considered a passive template for the oriented deposition of the mineral. 

Platelet-shaped nano-crystals of apatite are incorporated in a parallel way between collagen 

molecules, with the crystalIographic c axis parallel to the fiber axis (Figure 1). 

Although there is some uncertainty about the chemical and crystallographic nature of 

the first mineral formed, the mineral deposited over this mineral is hydroxyapatite [7]. This 

third step, the growth of bone apatite crystals, is biologically regulated, as evidenced by 

regular orientation and size of bone mineraI crystals. It should be noted that blood plasma is 

considered supersaturated in calcium and phosphate ions with respect to the apatite growth 

[30], but apparently undersaturated with respect to its nucleation [27]. 

The initially deposited mineralized matrix does not persist, but rather, in the fourth 

phase of bone formation, it is resorbed and reformed. Hence, the cycle starts again to meet 

the mechanicaI function; bone undergoes dynamic remodeling by a coupled process of bone 

resorption by osteoclasts and reformation by osteoblasts. Hormones and vitamins together 

, " 
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with the local factors have been implicated in initiating resorption and regulating the 

remodeling process [3 11. 

4. Role of Trace Elements in Bone 

Bone mineral contains 366% calcium and 17.1% phosphorus, with various and 

significant amounts of carbonate, sodium,' magnesium, potassium, chloride, fluoride, citrate 

ions and many other trace elements. The role of these elements in bone maintenance and 

metabohm and the effect of dietary restrictions has been extensively investigated [32-39]. 

Table 1 gives the composition of the human bone [40]. 

Magnesium (Mg) easily replaces calcium in the lattice due to the similar ionic radius 

(r(CN=6) = 0.65 for M g 2 + ;  r(CN=6) = 0.99 for Cu2+ [41]). It is always associated with the 

mineralization of calcified tissues, mainly in bones and teeth(323. As reported by Althoff and 

Bigi [33,34], Mg influences mineral metabolism through activation of aIkaline phosphatase 

and the crystallization process of mineral substances as well as the pattern of mineral 

formation. It inhibits HAP formation, but prefers to form poorly crystalline or amorphous 

phase. Although the relative content of zinc (Zn, r(CN=6) = 0.74) is much smaller than that 

of magnesium, it has been found in all human tissues and the concentration of Zn in bone is 

higher than in most other tissues [42]. The important role of zinc in many biological 

functions is well known, such as enzyme activity, nucleic acid metabolism, protein synthesis, 

maintenance of membrane structure and function, as well as hormonal activity [38,43,44]. Zn 

was reported to be essential in bone metabolism as cofactors for specific enzymes [45]. In 

addition, a possible zinc involvement has been suggested in the modulation of the 

morphology and crystallinity of biological 'apatite crystals under in vivo conditions [39]. In 

clinical studies, Walsh et al. have demonstrated the efficacy of Ca, Cu, Mn and Zn 

supplementation on spinal bone mineral density in postmenopausal women [45]. These trace 

elements were proposed to promote the formation of strong bones and connective tissue [46]: 

Each of these studies demonstrated the necessity of trace elements for optimal bone matrix 

development and bone density sustenance, 

In addition to these essential trace elements, vanadium (V), siIicon (Si) and boron (13) 

may emerge as being important in bone health. Silicon is known to be essential for the 
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growth and development of vertebrates, being ,. involved in cell wall formation, cross-linking 

in connective tissues, nucleic acid synthesis, photosynthesis, and other biological processes, 

particularly with regard to aging [35,36]. It has also been found to perform a vital role in 

skeletal development. Being a constituent of coIlagen [37], silicon deficiency has been found 

to retard bone development in chicks [47]. Dietary silicon has been found to increase the rate 

of bone calcification, and nodular ilI-formed bone results from silicon deficiency [35,36], An 

increase in dietary silicon' has been directIy Iinked to an increase in bone mineralization; 

particularly when associated with a calcium-deficient diet. 

111. Ceramics as synthetic bone substitute 

An ideal bone substitute should mimic the tissue which it replaces in size, shape, 

consistency and function. It should not induce an infection and/or a healing response. As it  

degrades, it must not alter the function of the adjacent tissues. If it does not degrade, it must 

be tolerated by the body permanently. From the orthopedic point of view, mechanical 

integrity, time controlled degradation and simultaneous replacement by newly formed bone 

define the function of ideal bone substitute material. Within the scope of these constraints, 

there is a continuing search for an ideal material for bone repair combining the total 

biological function with adequate material properties. 

1. Classification 

Ceramics began to be utilized for the repair, reconstruction, and replacement of 

diseased OF damaged parts of the body as early as nineteen century. According to the 

bioceramic-tissue interface, they are cl'assified as inert, microporous and macroporous, 

bioactive and resorbable ceramics [48]. 

For inert implants, the interface is not chemicalIy or bioIogically bonded. They 

develop a non-adherent fibrous capsule which isolates the implant to protect the surrounding 

tissues [49]. The thicker the capsule is, the faster the implant loosens which results in clinical 

failure. Stress shielding is also a problem with these types of implants and will occur if the 

implant is stronger than the surrounding bone tissue. The typical examples of inert implant 
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are high-density alumina (A1203) and zirconia (Zr02), which are used as bone screws, dental 

implants, and bone substitutes for jaw bone and middle ear reconstruction [ S O ] .  

For microporous (pore size -1 pm) and macroporous (pore size >lo0 pm) 

implantable materials, the increased interfacial area between the implant and the tissues 

results in an increased resistance to movement of the device in the tissue [Sl]. However, the 

limitation of porous ceramics is that the requirement of the pore size which should be greater 

than I00 pm to maintain a blood supply to the ingrown tissues. The tissue and blood supply 

could be damaged by micromovement at the interface of a porous implant and tissue, leading 

to inflammation and the interfacial instability. The increased surface area can be also 

detrimental as it increases the dissolution of the implants, especially the rates of corrosion 

and ion Ieaching for metal materials. The best and most common examples are porous 

hydroxyapatite and hydroxyapati te-coated porous metals. 

Bioactive material is one that “elicit a specific bioIogical response at the interface of 

the materials which results in the formation of a bond between the tissue and the materials” 

[5 I]. The bioactive materials available commkrcially for clinical use are 4535 bioactive glass, 

A N  bioactive glassceramic, dense synthetic HA, or bioactive composites, such as a 

polyethylene-HA mixture. In the case of bioactive glasses or glass-ceramics, Si-OH bonds 

induce a calcium phosphate layer forming’on top of the SiOz-rich layer [48,51,52], leading to 

the formation of an interfacial bonding zone between tissue and the implanted bioactive glass 

in vivo. However, the time dependence of bonding, the strength of the bond, the mechanism 

of bonding, and the thickness of the bonding zone differ for various materials. 

Resorbable materials are designed to degrade gradually over a period of time and be 

replaced by the natural host tissue, which are based on the same principles of natural tissue 

repair. These materiaIs degrade because they are soluble in the fluid environment and occur 

in vivo in three ways [48]: (1) physical ,disintegration due to the inherent weakness for 

chemical attack at the grain boundaries, (2) chemical dissolution due to the solubility of the 

material in the surrounding fluid and (3) biological factors, i.e. stimulating osteogenid 

activity and being resorbed by osteoclasts.’ The advantages of using resorbable bioceramics 

are a ready ions supply, the elimination of a second surgical procedure, and the elimination 

any long-term function or biocompatibility problems due to the replacement of normal and 
, 
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functional bone. However, there are some compIications in the development of resorbable 

bioceramics also: (1) Maintenance of strength and stability of the interface during the 

degradation period and replacement by the natural host tissue; (2) Matching resorption rates 

to the repair rates of body tissues, which themselves vary enormously, depending upon type 

of tissue and its age and health [48]. The biodegradation ability of the material depends on 

many factors, which are listed in Table 2[49]. Successful examples of resorbable bone 

replacement are particulate calcium phosphate ceramic materials, such as tricaIcium 

phosphate (TCP), for hard tissue replacements when only Iow mechanical strength is 

required, such as in some repairs of the jaw or head [53,54]. 

2. Resorbable calcium phosphates 

In nature and biological system, there are a variety of stoichiometric calcium 

phosphates. Figure 2 is the phase diagram for the system CaO-P205 [55].  The compound 

name, abbreviations, formula and solubility are listed in TabIe 3 [SO]. A brief description of 

some calcium phosphates is given btIow, focusing on tricalcium phosphate and 

hydroxyapatite which are used as resorbable bioceramics for bone substitutes. 

Tricalcium phosphate (TCP) was shown as early as 1920 to accelerate bone defect 

healing. It has been found in several pathoIogical calcifications as a single phase or 

associated with other phosphates [ I  11. In Driskell’s study [%I, the beta-tricakium phosphate 

(p-Ca3(PO&, P-TCP) showed good bioresorbability and the resorption process continued for 

approximately six to 18 months [57]. The implant has a shelf life of at least eight years. TCP 

was also reported to have better bioresorbability than hydroxyapatite [58,59]. In combination 

with HA, P-TCP is also used as a “biphasic calcium phosphate (BCP)” as a bone-substitution 

ceramic [60-631. Whitelockite is a term fo i  the mineral or synthetic materials in which Mg2’ 
5 ,  . 

and HPOi- ions substitute in P-TCP structure. It occurs in various pathological 

calcifications [64] and as a major constituent of human dental calculus [65].  Its solubility is 

remarkably lower than the pure p-TCP [66],  which is a reflection of the increased stability of 

the lattice [67j. 

Alpha-tricalcium phosphate (a-Ca3(P04)2, a-TCP) is a metastable phase at room 

temperature, prepared by heating p phase up to 1125°C. a-TCP is more reactive in aqueous 
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systems than P-TCP and is considered to be a biological precursor of the apatitic phase since 

it can be hydrolyzed to various reaction products [68-711. Dicalcium phosphate dihydrate 

(CaHP04-2H20, DCPD) forms below pH 5.5,  octacalcium phosphate (CagH2(P04)6*5H20, 

OCP) forms at pH 5.5-7.5, and HAp above pH 7.5 [68]. The HAp produced by this cement- 

type reaction exists over a compositional range and C d P  ratio varies from 1.5 to 1.67 [72]. 

These “nonstoichiometric” HAp compositions are more soluble than stoichiometric HAP, 

and are assumed to incorporate into bone more readily by osteocytes. Hence, a-TCP is used 

as a cement-type materiaI, which was moldable and couId adapt to the bone cavity. Bonding 

with bone will finally be realized through the converted apatite phase. 

Hydroxyapatite (Ca,0(P04)6(OH)z or HAP) is most stable and least soluble of a11 

calcium phosphates in physiological environment. Due to the chemical similarities to bone 

and teeth mineral, HAP is widely used as a coating for orthopedic (e.g. hip-joint prosthesis) 

and dental implants [48]. Some investigators suggested that there might be a bonding of HAP 

with host bone [73,74]. However, pure HAP does not exist in biological systems. It occurs 

only with nonstoichiometric and ionic substitutions: Na”, K’ , Mg2+ , Sr2+ for Ca2’ ; C0:- 

for POi-;C1-,  F -  and C0:- for OH-, and some water. It forms the so-called “biological 

apatite” or dahlIite, the main inorganic component of animal and human normal and 

pathologicaI calcifications [ 1 I]. These differences between synthetic HAp and biological 

bone resuIt in the inability of the body’s bone cells to remodel. That is, synthetic HAp has 

low biodegradability [23]. Moreover, HAP fabrication method, usually sintering at high 

temperature, represents a significant drawback for these materials, since it limits their shape 

and size. This often causes problems of adaptation and fixation to the bone cavities where 

they have to be placed. 

Although amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) is not used as resorbable material, it 

brings a great attention since it is a transient phase during the formation of calcium 

phosphates in aqueous systems. Usually, ACP is the first phase that is precipitated from a 

supersaturated solution prepared by rapid mixing of solutions containing of calcium and 

phosphate ions [75-781. The chemical composition of ACP strongly depends on the solution 

pH value and the concentrations of calcium and phosphate ions in the solution. For example, 

ACP phases with Ca/P ratios in the range o’f 1.18:l (at pH 6.6) to 1.53: I (at pH 1 I .7), and 
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even up to 2.5:l have been reported [11,79]. The structure of ACP is still uncertain. 

According to X-ray diffraction experimknts, the compounds, are amorphous. Electron 

microscopy of ACP usually reveals spherical particles with typical diameter ranging between 

20 and 200 nm. However, it is IikeIy that ACP has an apatitic short-range order based on 

EXAFS (extended X-ray absorption fine structure) data for the natural bone and synthetic 

materials [80,81]. On the other hand, ACP was proposed to consist of roughly sphericaI 

Cag(PO& clusters with a diameter of 9.5 nm, so-called Posner's clusters (PC), closely packed 

to form larger spherical particles with water in the interstices [82,83], These clusters were 

found experimentally as seed nuclei during the crystallization of HAP, and a model was 

developed to describe the crystallization of HAp as a stepwise assembly of these units [84]. 

Biologically, ACP (often containing magnesium, carbonate, and pyrophosphate) is found in 

soft-tissue pathological calcifications (e.g. heart-valve calcifications of uremic patients) 

[ 10,12]. 

3. Crystal structure of tricalcium phosphate and hydroxyapatite 

a-TCP crystallizes in the monoclinic space group P2, / a  with lattice parameters a = 

12.887(2), b = 27.280(4), c = 15.219(2) A: j3 = 126.20(1)" with 24 formula units per unit cell 

[85]. The structure is comprised of columns of Ca" and PO,"- ions parallel to the c-axis 

arranged as shown in Figure 3. There are cation columns, ---Ca Ca Ca Ca-.., and cation-anion 

columns, .-PO4 Ca PO4 0 Po4 Ca PO4 0 PO4 Ca PO4-., where 0 indicates a vacant site. 

These columns are arranged to form a pseudohexagonal pattern: each cation column is 

surrounded by six cation-cation and cation-anion columns. There is a prominent approximate 

subcell with b-axis parameter of b/3 (9.09A). This corresponds to the hexagonal HAp a-axis 

parameter, while half the c-axis parameter of a-TCP corresponds to the c-axis parameter of 

HAP. The hexagonal HAp structure can thus be derived from a-TCP by replacing the cation- 

cation columns at the corners of the HAP cell by anion columns. The remaining cation 

columns in a-TCP become the columnar Ca( 1) ions in HAP, whilst the PO:- and Ca2" ions 

that form the cation-anion columns in a-TCP have approximately the same positions as 
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thePOi-and Ca(2) ions in HAP. The hexagonal HAp unit cell is marked as dashed-dotted 

lines in the Figure 3. 

P-TCP possesses the rhombohedral space group R3C with unit cell a = 10.439( I ) ,  c = 

37.375(6) 8, (hexagonal setting) with 21 formula units per hexagonal unit cell [79]. Similar to 

a-TCP, the structure can be described as two types of columns (A & B), arranging in the 

hexagonal unit celI along the c-axis [79]. The A column has the form of -.P(l)04 Ca(4) 

Ca(5) P( I)O4--, while the B column -.P(3)04 Ca( 1) Ca(3) Ca(2) P(2)04 P(3)04-.. Each 

column is surrounded by six others, but with alternating displacements from each other in the 

c-axis direction to provide the oxygen coordination of the Ca2' ions [67,79,86]. The 

coordination number for Ca sites are: Ca(1) = 7, Ca(2) = 6 or 8, Ca(3) = 8, Ca(4) = 3, and 

Ca(5) = 6. The Ca(4) cation site is on the three-fold axis and has an unusual coordination to 

the 0(9),  0 (9 ' ) ,  O(9") face of the P(I)04 group. The Ca.-0(9) bonds are long (3.041(1) A) 
in accord with Pauling's rule. There was only one Ca2* ion per pair of Ca(4) sites in a column 

I -  

to maintain the charge balance. For the Ca(5) site, the coordination is essentially octahedral 

with no shared PO4 edges, and a11 six Caa'e.0 distances are relatively short, falling into the 

range 2.238-2.287 A. These two sites are very suitable for the smaller cation ions, but are 

highly constrained for a Ca" ion [67,86]. Sheroeder et a1 reported that, in the Mg-containing 

P-TCP, Mg2+ ions with ionic radius 0 .57 i  could substitute Ca(4) and Ca(5) positions up to 

15% [67]. The Mg(4)..,0(9) bonds were 2.907& about 0.134A shorter than that of 

Ca(4)---O(9) bonds. The approach of O-..Mg(5)-.-0 angles toward 90' with increasing Mg 

content provides further confirmation of the trend toward a more ideal octahedral 

configuration. 

According to the structure, each formula unit occupies 180 A3 in a-TCP compared 

with 168 A3 in the p form. a-TCP is therefore a less compact structure than P-TCP and bas a 

higher internal energy; this is consistent with the a modification being the high temperature 

form and having a higher reactivity in water than P-TCP. 

9 .  

Pure HAP crystallizes in the monoclinic space group P2,  l b  and lattice parameters a 

= 9.4214(8), b = 2a, c = 6.8814(7) A, and y= 120" [87]. At temperatures above 250"C, there 

is a monoclinic to hexagonaI phase transition in HAP (space group P63/m) [79,88,89]. During 
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biomineralization and chemical precipitation from aqueous solution, the partial substitution 

of hydroxide by some impurities, such as fluoride or chloride ions, and nonstoichiometry 

may stabilize the hexagonal structure of HAp at ambient temperature. The approximate 

lattice parameters are a = 9.4 8, and c = 6.9 A with two formula units per unit ceIl in the 

hexagonal structure 1791. The OH- ions are at z = ki (Figure 5). In the monoclinic system, 

there is a short range ordering of the O K  ion columns along the same direction of 

displacement from z = ki. This ordered arrangement of OH- ions changes the mirror planes 

in 4 / m into b glide planes in P2, / b , and doubled the b-axis parameter. 

The structural details of the carbonate apatite have been controversial, and remairl 

subject to uncertainty. Its crystal structure is still based on the hexagonal symmetry. 

According to IR absorption spectra and the a-axis parameters relative to those of HAp, the 

carbonate apatites were classified to two types, A-type and 13-type. A-type carbonate apatite 

has an larger a-axis parameter with the C0:- ions on the six-foId screw axis to replace OH-, 

and the B-type has a smaller a-axis parameter and C0:- ion position corresponding to PO:- 

ion sites. In biological apatites, a small fraction of the COi- ions replace OH-  ions and most 

of them adsorbed on the crystal surfaces [90,91]. 

New approach of biomaterials design emphasizes a more biologically based method 

of repaidregeneration of tissues. The resorbable calcium phosphates are a promising 

synthetic substitute to fulfill requirements .for the reconstruction of bone defects. It can be 

made more bioactive by doping the trace elements which may stimulate specific cellular 

responses at the level of molecular biology. Even though the basic questions concerning 

crystallography, thermodynamics, and phase reIationships have been answered, there are sti I1 

many open questions within the area of calcium phosphate chemistry. Related to the 

biological formation of calcium phosphates, issues including rate of crystallization, control of 

morphology, incorporation of foreign ions, and interaction with biomolecules remain hot 

topics and are not well understood even today. A better understanding of structure, 

formation, dissolution and mineralization of these materials wilI lead to improve their 

properties for bone and teeth substitutes. 
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Table 1 The Composition of Human Bone (Dry Weight) [40] 

Major Composition 
Concentration 

Component (wt%) 
Ca 36.6 
P 17.1 
( 3 3 2  4.8 
Na 1 .o 
K 0.07 
Mg 0.6 
Sr 0.05 
C1 0.1 
F 0.1 

a Weight percent. 

Trace Elements Concentration fue: e:-' Drv Weipht'l 

Element Range Element Range 
Li 1-26 As 0.01 1 
Be 0-4 Se 0.1-21 
13 2-4 Br 1-5 
A1 3-241 Rb 0.3-0.7 
Si 3 -40 Sr 75- I50 
S 0.69- 1.83%" Zr 0.3-6 
Ti 0.1-2 Mo 0-0.1 
V 0.04-8 Ag 1-19 
Cr 0.1-6 Cd 1-8 
Mn 0.2-26 Sl-I 3-13 
Fe 3-120 Sb 0-3 
c o  0-0.4 Ba 20-5940 
Ni 2-18 Hg 0.012 
c u  1-3860 Pb 10-50 
Zn 50-280 Rare earths 0.00 1-2.2 

Table 2 Factors Affecting Implant-Tissue Interfacial Response f48] 

Tissue Side Implant Side 
Type of Tissue Composition of Implant 
Health of Tissue Phases in ImpIant 
Age of Tissue Phase Boundaries 
Blood Circulation in Tissue Surface Morphology 
Blood Circulation at Interface Surface Porosity 
Motion at Interface Chemical Reactions 
Closeness of Fig Closeness of Fit 
Mechanical load Mechanical load 
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Table 3 Solubility product constants of calcium phosphates compounds at 37" E491 

Compound FormuIa PK,, 
Dicalciom phosphate dihydrate (DCPD) CaHPO, . 2H,U 6.63 

Dicalcium phosphate anhydrous (DCPA) CaHPO, 7.02 

Octacalcium phosphate (OCP) Ca, H ,  (PO, ) . 5H,O 95.9 

a-Tricalcium phosphate (a-TCP) a-Ca,(PO,),  25.5 

P-Tricalcium phosphate (P-TCP) P - ca, (PO4 1 2  29.5 

Hydroxyapatite (HAP) ca,, (PO, 16 ( O W ,  117.2 

Calcium-deficient hydroxyapatite 
(CDHA) 

Amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) 

Tetraclacium phosphate (TTCP) . ! Ca, (PO,), 0 

Ca,(P04) ,  -nH,O 

Fluorapaati te (FAp) ca,, (PO, 16 F2 

25-33 

37-42 

137 
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Figure I .  The organization of collagen framework and the mineralized collagen fibril [SO]. 
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Figure 3 Projection of the a-TCP structure (a) along the [OOl] direction. Only the calcium 
and phosphorus atoms are shown. Two-coIumn structure: Cations column and Cation-anion 
column. The dashed-dotted lines outline the hexagonal HAp unit cell. (b) along the (1001 
direction. shows the Ca vacancies. 
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Figure 4 (a) Projection of the crystal structure of P-TCP along the [OOl]  direction, showing 
the hexagonal unit cell with A and €3 columns. Oxygen atoms were deleted for the clearer 
structure image. (b) and (c) are the configuration of CaOn and PO4 groups in the A and B 
columns, respectively, afong the c-axis of the hexagonal cell. 
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Figure 5 Simple apatite hexagonal system (PO4 tetrahedrons are represented by a phosphorus 
atom) 1771 
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW ON THE 

DISSOLUTION BEHAVIOR OF CALCIUM PHOSPHATES 

This section presents the, basic thermodynamic and kinetic theories on the stability of 

solid salts in the aqueous solution, and then focuses on the solubility and dissolution of 

calcium phosphates. Review of the Iiterature on the role of additives on the dissolution 

behavior is also presented. 

2.1 Stability of solid salts in aqueous solution 

Solubility is defined as the maximum concentration of solute in the solution under the 

equilibrium conditions. This concept of solubility is a very convenient way to know how 

much of the material has actually dissolved into the solution. However, it is not convenient 

for showing general solubility of the material since its value depends on the pH of the 

soIution. Therefore, a thermodynamic equilibrium constant known as the solubility product 

constant is used for sparingly soluble salts. It describes the equilibrium state between a 

mineral compound and an aqueous phase:'The reaction that controls this equilibrium for a 

single compound AX can be represented by 

AX(s) ++ A"+(aq) + X"-(aq) 
where (s) indicates solid and (aq) aqueous states, respectively. Change in Gibbs free energy 

in above equation is represented by [I]: 
. . I :  . 

where po is the molar Gibbs free energy under normal conditions of ionic species in 

solution;,uu,.,$ is the Gibbs free energy of the solid compound; and PAX is the ionic activity 

product of compound AX. The ionic activity product of compound AX in solution is defined 

as 

IPky  = (A"')(X"-) 

where (A"') and (X"-)are the molar activity of cation and anion, respectively. In a state of 

equilibrium AG = 0 ,  so that Equation 2.4 can be expressed by 
. 1  
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pLAX,s is a constant for a pure solid of fixed composition andp9are fixed at a determined 

temperature and pressure. Therefore, the equation shows the ionic activity product for 

compound AX in a saturated aqueous solution must also be constant. This constant is called 

the thermodynamic solubility product, or solubility product. 

When AG f 0, the dissolution or precipitation will proceed in the aqueous solution. 

The driving force controlling dissolution and precipitation reactions are based on super- 

/under-saturation levels or the Gibbs free energy of transfer from supersaturated to an 

assumed saturated soIution at surface or inverse. Derived from Equation 2.2, the driving 

force can be expressed as [2 ] :  

where KSO is the equilibrium constant 'or the ionic activity product at equilibrium 

( K s o  = K s i m l ,  [ a - 1  for the slightly soluble solid), v is the number of ions in the 

molecuIe, and S is defined as the thermodynamic saturation level. Hence, the direction of the 

dissoIution/precipitation is determined by ,the difference between the IP and the equilibrium 

constant KSO. When S=l, the aqueous solution is saturated with respect to the compound AX. 

When S<l, the aqueous sohtion is undersaturated and AG < 0 ,  which provokes dissolution 

until saturation is achieved. The dissolution rate will decrease with increasing of IP. The 

reaction of the surface will reverse to precipitation when S >1. 

Generally, the dissolution and precipitation rate of calcium phosphates may be 

interpreted in terms of an empirical kinetic'equation [3]: 

in which k is the corresponding rate constant, rn and rno are the masses of solid phase 

initially and at time t, a i s  the relative super- or undersaturations, and n is the kinetic rate 

order of reaction. The relative super- and understaturation may be expressed in terms of 

equation 2.7. 

I 

. .  
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The values of IP for some calcium phosphates are given by equations 2.8-2.9: 

For tricalciurn phosphate (TCP), 
q - 2  3 2 IP = [Cu 2+ l3 [PO, 3 y2 y3 

and stoichiometric hydroxyapatite (HAP), 

where yi is the ionic activity coefficient decided by the ionic strength. Since IP is tightly 

related to the concentration, the dissotution and precipitation reaction could be simply 

implied by the concentration change in the solution. If the ionic concentration C is smaller 

than the.  equilibrium concentration C, in the solution, the dissolution happens and the 

precipitation begins under the opposite condition. 

The solubility of a mineral compoqnd AX in aqueous solution can be described with 

the concentration of the A"' and X"- ions. However, in the case of acidic (e.g. H,X) or 

basic compounds (cg. A(OH),) it is necessary to use pH as a variable for complete 

description of solubility. A graph describing the relationship between these variables is called 

as a solubility diagram. Figure 2.1 is a solubility diagram for a mineral compound AX in a 

hypothetical ternary system of A(OH)n-H,X-HzO, which shows the stability regions as 

function of concentration of A (log[A]) and solution pH. The geometric figure (in the form of 

a line) in the solubility diagram defines 'the equilibrium conditions is calIed a solubility 

isotherm. As shown in Figure 2.1, the solution can be either undersaturated (U) or 

supersaturated (S) ,  In the first case, the solids tend to dissolve. In the second case, the solids 

tend to precipitate until equilibrium is reached once again. 

3 1  

More complex aqueous systems co'mprise compositions that produce more than one 

solid compound. The singular points of this diagram predict solution-derived precipitation. 

For example, a singular point (or invariant point) as shown in Figure 2.2, is the intersection 

of two isotherms, where both salts are equally stable. If these compounds are in a solution 

more acidic than the singular point (e.g. P I ) ,  the compound AX will dissolve. Since the 

solution at this point is supersaturated with respect to A X 2 ,  the A X 2  will precipitate. In generaI, 
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for a given pH value, any salt whose isotherm lies below another, will be relatively more 

stabIe than the other. This dissolution and precipitation process continues until pH and 

composition reaches a singular point. The: conclusion would be similar if the initial solution 

cornposition is located in a more basic solution relative to the singular point such as Pz. In 

that case A X 2  wilI dissolve and AX will precipitate until the singular point is reached [4]. 

2.2 Calcium phosphate system 

According to the soIubility product constants (Table 3 in chapter l), Brown and Chow 

calcuIated the solubiIity isotherms at 37°C over a wide pH range (Figure 2.3) [ 5 ] .  The 

solubility of each calcium phosphate was plotted with the concentration of calcium and 

phosphorus as the function of pH. A common characteristic of the isotherms in Figure 2.3 is 

that they have a negative dope in the n e h h  and acid regions (pH 5 7 ) .  This suggests that 

these compounds became more soIuble when pH decreases as most other basic oxides do. 

The gradient of the slope shows that the solubiIity increases as the pH decreases. In general, 

at a given pH, a salt with its isotherm lying below that of other salts is less soIuble and more 

stable in the solution. There are onIy two calcium phosphate materials that are stable at room 

temperature when in contact with aqueous solution. At a pH lower than 4.2, the component 

DCPD is the most insoluble phase, while at higher pH (>4.2) HAp is the one. HAp and 

DCPD have equivalent stabilities at pH 4.2,'indicating that these two will be the equilibrium 

assemblages of phases at this pH. This occurs when the solution is mutually and 

simultaneously saturated with respect to these two solids. Therefore, during the dissolution of 

other calcium phosphates, HAP or DCPD or both will precipitate when the solution is 

supersaturated with respect to them, as introduced in the previous section. The gradual 

transition from these salts to HAp/DCPD surface leads to the change in solubility of other 

calcium phosphates to a value approaching the solubility of HApDCPD. This dissolution 

and precipitation process continues until pH and composition reaches the singular point. 

Ducheyne et al. compared the dissoIution rates of six calcium phosphates in calcium 

and phosphate free solution at pH 7.3. In terms of the dissolution of calcium, the dissohtion 

rate increased from the stoichiometric HAp (s-HAP) to TTCP in the following order [6]: 

TTCP > CX-TCP >> OCP > P-TCP > CDHA > S-HA 
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where CDHAp is calcium-deficient hydroxyapatite. Klein et al. [7] proposed the degradation 

rates of calcium phosphates were determined by neck dissolution rate and neck geometry. 

The latter factor is dependent on the crystallography, the stoichiometry of the material, and 

the sintering conditions. It is also worth to note that, contrary to general salts, the solubility 

of calcium phosphates decrease with the increase of temperature (Figure 2.4), which may be 

taken into consideration for HAP biomimetic or coating process strategy (81. 

2.3 Additives Effect on the Calcium Phosphates 

As introduced in Chapter 1, ions with the similar size and charge to the component 

ions are capable to incorporate into the bone mineral and to substitute Ca" , PO:- or OH- 

sites. This leads to the change of the crystal structure, composition, morphology, and even the 

porosity, which are the principal factors determining the stability and solubility of calcium 

phosphates. The important influence of impurities on crystaIlization and dissolution has been 

the subject of numerous studies [9-19]. 

As reported, the addition of magnesium to TCP produced P-whitlockite ceramic and 

reduced the dissolution rate of the TCP [9,16,17,20]. Further investigation suggested that Mg 

might substitute Ca sites and stabilize TCP structure [21,22], which also effectively 

suppresses the phase transition from p- to a-TCP. Okazaki presented that Mg-containing 

HAp dissolve to a greater extent than Mg-free apatites with the subsequent reprecipitation of 

Mg-poor apatites [23J. The high Mg/Ca in solution favored the reprecipitation of Mg- 

containing j3-TCP rather than HAP. Termine and Posner reported that the presence of Mg2+ 

ions enhanced amorphous apatite (ACP) forniation and retard the transformation of ACP into 

HAp at a given degree of supersaturation [24,25]. Similar to Mg effect, it was found that the 

solubility of sintered Zn-TCP decreased 'steeply with an increase in zinc content beyond 

0.126 wt%[12,13,26,27]. It decreased to a level of the equilibrium solubility of pure HAP 

when the zinc content was raised to 3,70wt%. The decrease in solubility was attributed to the 

increased stability of the TCP structure caused by the addition of zinc ions. On the contrary, 

zinc addition could increase the solubility of HAp [28]. It was proposed that Zn might 

produce an increase in the activity of acid phosphatase or induce dissolution of the 

hydroxyapatite matrix in a biological environment. It was possible that the Zn may form 

. .  . 
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Zn(OH)Z-, species in solution which may, in turn, lower the pH in the vicinity resulting in an 

increase in the dissoIution/resorption of HAP. From the point view of crystallography, Bigi 

[29] explained that the addition of zinc decreased the crystal size and increased crystal strain 

of HAP, and so it cannot appreciabIy substitute for calcium in the HAP structure. Hence, zinc 

was assumed to be adsorbed on the surface of apatite crystallites and or in the or in the 

amorphous phase, and thus decrease the stability of HAP. 

Due to its important role in biomineralization process, silicon has also been 

investigated extensively as additives for calcium phosphates. Ionic radii considerations 

suggested that the most likely substitution site for Si was that of phosphorus. Langstaff et a1 

reported that the dissolution rate of silicon-doped HAp was higher than non-doped one and 

P-TCP, and it was resorbed when acted upon by osteoclasts [ l l ] .  Si substituted HAp was 

assumed to be more bioactive than pure HAP since it bonded faster to the bone after 

implantation, ensuring the osteointegration of the materials and reducing the risk of implant 

failure. Porter et al. confirmed that the in vivo dissolution of Si-HAp increased with the 

silicon content and it was found to be prevalent at grain boundary and triple junctions [30,3 11. 

Botelho et al. [32] presented that, at physiological pH=7.4, zeta potential of HAp was - 5 0 3  

mV, whereas it significantly decreased to -71+5 mV by the presence of silicate groups (0.8 

wt% Si> in the HAP lattice. These mechanisms were suggested to be the reason of the good 

bioactivity. The amount of silicon which can be incorporated into HAP was limited due to the 

increased distortion of the PO, tetrahedra' [ 14,331. At low silicon Ievels in HAp, P-TCP 

would form as the secondary phase, while high silicon levels favored a-TCP[ 15,341. Somi 

results revealed that Cl-, F -  and CO$ substitution for hydroxide and phosphates groups 

could decrease OH- directional disorder. and stabilize HAp structure [35-401, leading to 

decrease in the dissolution. 

In spite of large body of research exists in this area, solid evidence to demonstrate the 

effect of additives on the solubility of tricalcium phosphate is stilI lacking. Careful and 

systematic analysis of structure of the ion-substituted phosphates is prerequisite for 

understanding the role played by these elements on the mechanisms of dissolution behavior. 

In the present research, Si and Zn were chosen as the additives under the consideration for 
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the dissolution and pharmaceutical effects. The final purpose of this research is to: (1) 

develop a resorbable and implantable ceraikic structure that would act as a bone substitute 

initially and eventually be resorbebd by the body during the natural process of bone 

remodeling; (2) control the resorption rate to match the new bone growth rate and maintain 

the necessary strength by chemicaI modification of the material. 
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Abstract 

Tricalcium phosphate modified by silicon and zinc was synthesized as a candidate for 

resorbable temporal bone implant having a controlIed solubility and improved 

biocompatibility. Since Si and Zn are essential trace elements in human bone, the release of 

Si and Zn during the resorption process is expected to increase the osteogenic activity for the 

new bone formation. From XRD and ICP analyses, it was shown that up to 10 mol% Si and 

Zn can be incorporated in the tricalcium phosphate lattice without formation of a second 

phase. Changes in lattice parameters and unit volume of TCP as calculated by Rietveld 

refinement analysis indicate that Si and Zn substitute for P and Ca respectively. 

I. Introduction 

In the past couple of decades, many efforts in  artificial bone engineering have 

involved the use of synthetically formed HAP. However, the synthetic HAp differs from the 

natural bone in stoichiometry, crystallinity, and composition, which limits the body's bone 

cells to remodel. Alternatively, a metastable compound can be implanted, which can convert 

into a material to mimic natural HAp or is otherwise biocompatible when exposed to the 

http://iastate.edu
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bone cells to remodel. Alternatively, a metastable compound can be implanted, which can 

convert into a material to mimic natural HAP or is otherwise biocompatible when exposed 

to the body environment. P-TCP is the low temperature phase of tricalcium phosphate. 

Upon heating, it transforms to a at 1125"C[l]. Both of these materials are more soluble 

and resorbable than stoichiometric BAp and therefore may be incorporated into bone 

more readily by osteocytes. It is well known that a-TCP can convert to HAp upon aging 

in aqueous solution, whose composition can be much closer to the natural bone 

component than synthesized HAP under physiologica1 conditions[2, 31. However, 

dissolution rate of a-TCP is higher than bone remodehg rate resulting in loss of strength. 

An ideal bone implant material would maintain the strength and support the activity of 

osteoblasts in the development of new bone, while simultaneously being resorbed by 

osteoclasts as part of the lifelong orderly process of bone remodeIing[4]. Therefore, the 

biphasic material of a and p with controlled dissolution behavior will be a promising 

resorbable biomaterial for temporary bone substitution. 

A number of studies have been Carried out to understand the dissolution behavior 

of HAP. However, study .of TCP is limited to a few reports. The purpose of this research 

is to understand the dissolution behavior of chemically modified tricalcium phosphates. 

Moreover, the osteoconduction and osteosubstitution can be increased by controlling the 

biodegradation of the materiaIs. The selection of additives used in this research is not only 

based on their role in dissolution behavior but also on their pharmaceutical ability to 

enhance bone formation, or enhance tissue regeneration, which are desirable for a surgical 

implant. In particular, Si for P and Zn for Ca substitution in Iimited amounts have been 

considered. The crystal structure and dissolution behavior of chemically modified calcium 

phosphates are investigated, which in turn wiIl help explain the stability mechanism. 

* 

11. Materials and Method 

The commercial reagent grade CaCO3 (Fisher, USA), N&HzPOd (Fisher, USA), 

2110 (Fisher, USA) and fumed Si02 (Aldrich, USA) were used as received. All Si,Zn- 

TCP samples were prepared by reacting !he appropriate chemical mixture at 1300°C for 4 

hours in air and quenched in dry air. Before sintering, the mixture was milled in 

anhydrous ethanol for 4 hours using alumina media and the slurry was vacuum filtered 

I, ' , 



and dried. Samples containing various levels of Si and Zn, were prepared to investigate 

the role of additives on the thermd stability and crystal structure of Si,Zn-TCP. The molar 

ratios of (Zn+Ca):(Si+P) kept constant at 1.5 as in stoichiometric TCP, and the maximum 

Zn and Si substitutions were 1imited"to 10 mol percent of P and Ca (Le,, 
I 

Calcium, phosphorous, silicon 'and zinc concentrations of the powders were 

determined by the ICP (Thermo Jarrell-Ash AtornScan 16, Thermo Elemental, Franklin, 

MA). An X-ray powder diffractometer (PAD V, Scintag Inc. CA) with Cu Ra radiation 

was used for crystal structure anaIysis .and lattice parameter determinations. An 

accelerating voltage 45kV and a current of 40 mA were used. The XRD data were 

collected over 29 range of 10-80" at a step size of 0.02". The RietveId analysis of the 

diffraction patterns with different additive levels was performed by Rietica software. 

Determination of the lattice parameters with background parameters, zero shift, and peak 

shape parameters was made by Lebail techniques. 

. 

1 1 ,  

IIL Results and Discussion 

1. ChemicaI Composition and Powder Stoichiometry 

Table 1 lists the nominal and measured calcium, phosphorus, zinc and silicon 

contents for synthesized a-TCP and Si,'Zn-TCP powders as determined by ICP. The 

accuracy of analysis was 3% with a ripproducibility of 5%. The nominal and measured 

vaIues are very close and no loss of cofiponents occurs during sintering. Measured values 

of Ca:P and (Zn+Ca):(Si+P) are around i.5, close that of stoichiometric TCP. 

Table 1 ICP analysis of the prepared samples 

SampIes si [wt%J Zn {wt%] Ca:P (Zn+Ca):(Si+P) 
N M N M M. M. 

a-TCP 0 0.008 0 0.099 1.53 N/A 
Si,Zn-2 0.36 0.35 ' 1.25' 1.27 1.487 1.457' 
Si,Zn-IO 1.77 1.97 6.15 6.03 1.477 1.433 

N=Nominal, M=Measured : 1 '  I 

Si,Zn-2: TCP modified by the additio6 of 2 mol% each of Si and Zn. 
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2. Phase Composition 

X-ray diffraction patterns for sintered Si,Zn-TCP are shown in Figure 1. The 

patterns show an excellent agreement with the published JCPDS files of a-TCP (#29- 

393 ,  P-TCP(#09-169), or mixture bf,'these two phases depending on the level of 

additives. No evidence for other crystalline phases, such as CaSi03 or other phosphates, 

are observed. It indicates that Zn and Si are dissolved completely in the TCP after 

sintering for 4h at 13OO0C. Figure 1 also compares XRD of Si,Zn-5, Si-5, and Zn-5 

samples. Si,Zn-5 shows a mixture of a and p phases, while 211-5 has only p phase and Si- 

5 has a as the major phase. Therefore, Zn addition seems to favor f.3 phase structure, 

which will increase p to a phase transformation temperature; while Si addition favors a 

structure, which wiIl decrease the transformation temperature. The phase distribution of 

Si,Zn-TCP samples was calculated by the Rietveld refinement method. The results show 

that a$ ratio decreases from about 9:l tb 2:3 as the concentration of additives increased 

from 0.01 to 0.05, which implies that Zn addition dominates the phase composition as 

doping level increased. From phase diagrams of Ca3(PO4)2-Ca2SiO4, the solubility limit 

of Si in TCP is approximately at a molar*ratio of 0.04 expressed as Si/ (Si  + P )  [ 5 ] .  In the 

Si-5 sample, silicocarnotite appears as 'the second phase. However, Si,Zn-TCP samples 

show that up to 0.1 Si and Zn can be incorporated into the tricalcium phosphate lattice 

without formation of a second phase. Therefore, the solubility of Si increased if Si and Zn 

were doped together. 

3. Crystal Structure . 

Comparing XRD patterns of Si',ZnlTCP and pure TCP, all peaks of Si,Zn-TCP 

show slight shift, indicating a change in the lattice parameters imposed by the additives. 

Table 2 lists the ionic radii for the given co-ordination numbers of elements relevant to 

this work[6]. The data indicate that the substitution of Zn for Ca will lead to a 

contraction, while the substitution of Si'for P will cause expansion of the structure. The 

lattice parameters and unit cell vohmes for both a- and P-phases are varied with the level 
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Two Theta (degree) 

Two Theta (degree) 

Fig. 1 XRD patterns of Si,Zn-TCP with different doping levels. (a)Si,Zn-1 (b)Si,Zn-2 (c) 
Si,Zn-3 (d)Si,Zn-4 (e)Si,Zn-5 (f)Si,Zn- 10 (g)Zn-5 (h)Si-5. The number 1 to 10 means the 
addition is at a molar ratio of 0.01 to 0.1 in Si/(Si  + P ) ,  orZn/(Zn + Ca), or both. The 
dotted lines represent the distinct peaks for a-TCP, and the dashed lines'are p-TCP. 
Silicocarnotite phase is represented by + , 
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of Si and Zn added. The profile residual factor Rp in Lebail refinement for all samples is 

in the range of 0.05 to 0.08. For comparison purpose, Figure 2 shows the unit cell volume 

of pure and doped TCP. The Zn addition effect on the structure was dearly shown by Zn- 

TCP samples. The a phase volume of 211-5 is 10 A3 smaller than a-TCP (4307.5 A3 vs 

4317.6 w3). The p phase volumes of 211-5 and Zn-10 are 3472.8 and 3441.5 A’, 
compared with 3527.3 A’ of P-TCP, again showing a substantial contraction of unit cell 

volume with the addition of Zn. The volume of Si-5 is 4351.7 A3? much larger than that of 

a-TCP, indicating that Si expands the structure. As expected, Si,Zn-TCP samples showed 

competitive effect of Si and Zn: the a phase volumes of Si,Zn-TCP samples are Iarger 

than that of the pure a-TCP, but decrease at higher doping level; the j3 phase volumes of 

Si,Zn-TCP are smaller than pure P-TCP, even though they are larger than Zn-TCP. 

Therefore, zinc content has the dominant effect on the j3 phase, and silicon has a dominant 

effect on the a phase, As the level of-doping increases? Zn dominates the structural 

changes brought by the additives. These data are also consistent with the phase stability 

study. 

Table 2 Ionic Radii of Relevant Ions Employed 

Ion Ca2+ Zn2+ p5+ si4+ 

Ionic Radius [A] 1.00 0.74 0.17 0.26 
Coordination Number 6 6 4 4 

In P-TCP unit cell, Ca(4) and Ca(5) sites are unique compared to other three sites. 

Ca(4) has an unusual coordination to the 0(9), 0(9’), O(9”) face of the P(1)04 group and 

the Ca(4)-..0(9) bonds are longer (3.041(1) A) than normal C a - - 0  bond in accord with 

the Pauling’s mle[7]. The Ca(5) site have six-fold octahedral coordination surrounded by 

oxygens, and all six Ca..-O distances are relatively short, falling into the range 2.238- 

2.287A. The normal value is -2.4&7]. Therefore, these two sites are very suitable for 

the smaller cation, but are highly constrained for a Ca2’ ion. Substitution of smaller 

Zn2’ for Ca2* results in more stable TCP structure by reducing the strain in the structure. 

Similarly, tetrahedral PO:- ions in the TCP structure may be replaced by Si0;- units, 

resuIting in Si substituted TCP. According to the structure, each formula unit occupies 
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180 A3 in a-TCP compared with 168 A3 in the p form[l]. Since a-TCP has a more open 

structure than P-TCP, the larger Si4' ions favor a over p phase. 
I .  

Fig. 2 Unit cell volume of Si,Zn-TCP determined by Lebail refinement. The error bar 
shows the standard deviation of one sample which has been duplicated three times. 

Conclusion 

Si,Zn-modified TCP exhibits a-, j3-TCP structure, or mixture of the two 

depending on the Ievel of the additives. The changes in lattice parameters and unit cell 

volume clearly demonstrate that Si and Zn are structurally incorporated into TCP and 

stabilize the structure. Zn can substitute for the Ca and Si can substitute for the P. It was 

shown that Zn, a smaller ion than Ca, causes a contraction of the unit cell, while Si larger 

than P results in expansion of the unit cell. Effect of these additives on the resorption 

characteristics of TCP is currently being.investigated. 
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Abstract 

Tricalcium phosphate (TCP) is a candidate for the temporary bone implant. Attempts 

were made to tune the resorption rate of implant for bone reforming by doping different level 

of Si and Zn. In this paper, the crystal structure of Si,Zn-modified tricalcium phosphate 

(Si,Zn-Ca3(PO&, Si,Zn-TCP) was studied by using a time-of-flight (TOF) neutron powder 

diffraction and the Rietveld analysis method. Si,Zn-TCP was confirmed to have a 
rhombohedral structure (space group R3c, 2 = 21), with the unit cell parameters a = b 

=10.3958(1) A, c = 37.3122(7) A, a = p = go", and y =  120" in the hexagonal setting. Of the 

five cation sites, Ca(l), Ca(2), and Ca(3) positions are still occupied by Ca with minor 

change in Ca-0 bond distance compared to the pure P-TCP. Whereas, Ca(5) site was totally 

occupied by Zn. Compared with the original Ca(5).-.0 distance, the shorter and more 

uniform Zn(5)...0 bond distances show the smaller cation substitution effect and a more ideal 

octahedral geometry. The site Ca(4) was partially substituted by Zn and Ca,Zn(4)...0(9) bond 

distance is 2.808(5) A, much shorter than the original 3.041(1). According to the occupancy, 

multiplicity and totaI cation sites, the Zn substitution content is calculated to be 10.01% of 

total Ca sites. A fraction of Si substitutes for P(I) sites and the substitution content is 

calculated to be 3.86% of total phosphor sites. 

mailto:makinc@iastate.edu
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I. Introduction 

Among the calcium phosphate ceramics, tricalcium phosphate (Ca3(P04)2, TCP) has 

been investigated most extensively as the primary resorbable bioceramics for bone 

replacement [l-31. TCP was reported to be more bioresorbable than HAP, which usually 

shows minimal resorption. Due to the high solubility, TCP is expected to degrade in the host 

and be gradualIy replaced by the regenerating bone, meanwhile it acts as a seed for the new 

bone and a supplier of the Ca and PO4 ions. However, higher solubility of TCP results in a 

reduction of the bone-implant strength. Thus, the suitability of TCP for use in vivo is 

critically dependent on how the dissolution behavior might be controlled by chemical 

modification. A possible approach is to dope TCP with small amount of trace elements. Ions 

with the similar size and charge are capable to substitute Ca2+ and PO:- sites and to 

incorporate into the TCP. This can lead to a change in the crystal structure, composition, 

morphology, and even the porosity, which 'are the principaI factors determining the stability 

and sohbility of calcium phosphates. 

The influence of trace elements on crystallization and dissolution has been the subject 

of numerous studies (4-141. As reported by others previously, the addition of magnesium to 

TCP produced P-whitlockite ceramic and reduced the dissoIution rate of the TCP [4, I 1 , 12, IS]. 
Further investigation suggested that Mg might substitute Ca sites and stabilize TCP structure 

[16,17], which also effectively suppresses the phase transition from p- to a-TCP, which is the 

high temperature phase. Similar to Mg, zinc (Zn) and cadmium (Cd) were also proposed to 

increase the phase transformation temperature and stabilize P-TCP structure[8,18,19]. IR 
spectra showed a increase in degeneracy of the PO:- modes with increasing Cd content, 

indicating the distortion of PO:" from the ideal tetrahedral geometry [ 191. The solubility of 

sintered Zn-TCP decreased steeply with an increase in zinc content, and it decreased to a 

level of the equilibrium solubility of pure HAP when the zinc content was raised to 3.70wt% 

[7,8,18,201. Due to its important role in biomineralization process, siIicon has also been 

investigated extensively as additives for calcium phosphates. Ionic radii considerations 

suggested that the most IikeIy substitution site for Si was that of phosphorus. Reid, Sayer and 

I 

Langstaff reported silicon could incorporate into a-TCP structure, causing a linear 

enlargement of the unit cell, in agreement with its greater ionic radius compared to that of 
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phosphor (see Table 1) [21-231. According to Yin's calculation, two Si0,"- could substitute 

for a pair of PO:- groups with an excess Ca2+ for charge Compensation, leading to a 

stable s tmcture [24], 

In our research, silicon and zinc were added in a smali quantity to modify the 

dissolution behavior of TCP. Meanwhile, these two elements could increase 

osteoconductivity of the implant materials and stimulate osteogenesis for new bone growth 

[25-271. The previous X-ray diffraction resuIts showed that TCP doped with IOmol% Si and 

Zn at high temperature is composed of P-TCP, the low temperature phase of TCP. No 

secondary or amorphous phase was observed in the X-ray diffraction pattern, which indicates 

that Zn and Si are incorporated into the TCP structure after high temperature sintering. The 

dissolution study also confirmed that the Zn,Si-doped TCP is stabilized in the simulated body 

fluid compared with the pure TCP f281. 

Our previous XRD data analysis for lattice parameters and unit-cell volume showed 

the effect of Zn and Si on the crystal structure [29j. However, the exact site substitution of Si 

and Zn in the TCP phase is still unclear due to the low angular resolution of XRD and the 

small difference in scattering factors of Si4+ and P5+. Therefore, the crystal structure of 

Si,Zn-TCP is further investigated in this paper by using high resolution powder neutron 

diffraction and the Rietveld method. 

11. Materials and Methods 

The chemical reagent grade CaC03, NH4HzP04, ZnO (Fisherscientific, Hampton, NH) 

and fumed Si02 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) were used as received. TCP was synthesized 

by reacting the appropriate chemical mixture according to the folIowing equation. 

3CaC0, +2NH,H,PU, + Ca,(PO,), +3CU, +2NH,  +3H,O 

10 atom% of ZnO and Si02 were mixed with the above chemicals, which means the Zn and 

Si substitutions were 10% of Ca and P sites (i.e., = zxz,I + ca) = 0.1 ). Then, the 

resulting formula is Ca2.,Zna.3(Po.gSio,1 0 4 ) 2  and the molar ratio of (Zn+Ca):(Si+P) kept 

constant at 1.5 as in the stoichiometric TCP. The mixture was milled in anhydrous ethanol for 

4 hours by using alumina media, The slurry was vacuum filtered and dried. Thereafter, the 

(Si 4- P) 
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powder was sintered at 1300°C for 10 hours in air, followed by quenching in dry air. 

A time-of-flight (TOF) neutron powder diffraction experiment was carried out with a 

General Purpose Powder Diffractometer, GPPD [30] , installed in Argonne National 

Laboratory's Intense Pulsed Neutron Source division (PNS). The powdered sample was 

contained in a cylindrical vanadium cell with rubber compression sed: 1.1 1 crn in diameter, 

5.715 cm in height and the total volume 5.53 cm3. Multiple detector banks are centered at 28 

values of k145', k125", f90" and +53', which provide measurement of anisotropy in any of 

a variety of structural parameters such as scattering intensity (texture) and lattice parameter 

(anisotropic strain). The unit-cell and structural parameters of Si,&-TCP were refined by 

using the general structure anaIysis system (GSAS), a Rietveld profile-analysis code 

developed by Larson & Von DreeIe (2001) [31]. During the refinement, multiple banks were 

combined in consideration of small-d-spacing data effect on the temperature factors accuracy 

and lager-d-spacing data effect on the lattice parameter accuracy. For histograms 1 (taken 

from the 145" 28  detector bank), a d-spacing range of 0.68 to 2.431 8, was used; for 

histogram 2 (from the 90" 28 detector bank), a range of 1 to 3.176 A was used; for 

historgram 3 (from the 53" 28 detector bank), a range of 1.5 to 4,575 A was used. The 

background function is the fourth function with 6 terms. The TOF profile function 3 is used 

to include the generally Lorentzian broadening exhibited by most samples. It is a convolution 

of the back-to-back exponentials with a pseudo-Voigt function to model both the Gaussian 

instrumenta1 component and the anisotropic Lorentzian component due to the sample. Six 

parameters in this profile are refined, including pulse-shape parameters PO and PI, Gaussian 

broadening coefficients 01 and az (ab was set equal to zero), and particle size coefficients 

and B ~ .  Isotropic thermal parameters were refined for all atoms and the site occupancy 

parameters were refined for Ca(4), Ca(5) and P(1) sites, which were substituted by Zn and Si 

atoms. 

111. Data Analysis and Results 

TCP has three polymorphs: a, p, and y, depending on the temperature [32]. AS 

reported by Dickens et a1.[33], the P-TCP crystallizes in the rhombohedral space group R3c 

with unit-cell parameters a=l0.439( 1) A, c=37.375(6) A. According to the previous phase 
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study for Si,Zn-TCP [34], Rietveld refinement of neutron powder diffraction data were done 

by assuming that Si,&-TCP has R3c space group as P-TCP. The unit-cell and structural 

parameters of pure P-TCP were also used as the initial values for Si,Zn-TCP in the 

preliminary refinement. 

In the first preliminary analysis, the pure P-TCP structure was refined without Si and 

Zn substitution. The occupancy factors (FJ’ for Cay P and oxygen sites were fixed to be unity 

except Ca(4) 0.491(8), whereas the isotropic thermal parameters (B) were refined 

independently. The initial value was 1 A2, the typical value for inorganic ionic crystals and 

many coordination compounds. Ail the thermal parameters were assumed to be isotropic due 

to the difficulty of the convergence in the refinements with anisotropic thermal parameters. 

The refinement result shows that the thermal parameters for Ca(4), Ca(5) and P(1) are 

negative. In the simplest form of the atom oscillatory motions, temperature factor of the j”’ 

atom is represented as [35]: 

The isotropic thermal parameter I3 is expressed as: 
-2 . 

B J  =8x2(u )’ 

where (u2)j is the root mean square deviation of the j” ’  atom from its equilibrium 

position (x, y, z) in A2. Therefore, the isotropic thermal parameters are only physical when 

they are positive. 

In the secondary refinement, the occupancy factors for Ca(4), Ca(5) and P(1) were 

refined, while the thermal parameters were fixed at I A2. The results showed that 

F(Ca(4))>0.491 , F(Ca(5))>1 and F(P(l))<l, which indicate that two Ca sites are occupied 

with the element that has more electrons than Ca and P( I )  sites are occupied with the element 

that has less electrons. Considering Si,Zn-TCP composition, Ca(4) and Ca(5) sites are 

possibly substituted by Zn and P( 1) sites are substituted by Si. 

In the final analysis, Zn were added to Ca(4) and Ca(5) sites, and Si was added to P( I )  

sites. Constrains were setup for atomic coordinates, isotropic thermal parameters and 

occupancy factor (Table 2). According to Schroeder’s study on Mg-substituted TCP [ 161, Mg 
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will fill Ca(5) sites first until the theoretical maximum of 9.52% for this site is reached. And 

then, Ca(4) sites will be filled. In our study, the level of Zn substitution is about 10% of total 

Ca sites. Therefore, Ca(5) sites will be fully occupied by Zn and the remaining 0.48% Zn will 

substitute for Ca(4) sites. The result of the final refinement is shown in Tables 2 and 3. Table 

4 and 5 shows selected bond lengths, coordination number (CN) of cations, bond angle 

variance, and PO4 group geometry caIculated from the refined crystal parameters. Figure 1 to 

3 show the Rietveld pattern of neutron powder diffraction data at 28 145*, 90" and 53". The 

final refinement used 11 8 19 data points and 14 18 reflections for histrogram 1,454 reflections 

for histogram 2 and 138 for histogram 3. The final 2 (offsedsig) is 5.426 for 64 variables and 

other statistics data are shown in Table 2, The error analysis was run to examine the final 

refinement results. In Figure 4, the normal probability plot for histogram 3 gave a nearly 

straight line, indicating that the I,, - I ,  values are for the most part normally distributed. 

The slop and intercept of the normal probability plot are 1.7466 and 0.0053. The slope is 

close to 1 indicating a good fit in the refinement, and the nearly zero intercept indicates that 

the normal distribution is properly centered about zero. For the histograms 1 and 2, the slope 

and intercept of the normal probability plot are 2.476 and 0.0227, and 2.2543 and 0.0613 

respectively due to the complex background at small d-spacing. 

The polycrystalline Si,Zn-TCP was confirmed to have a rhombohedral structure with 

unit-cell parameters LZ = b =10.3948(1) A, c = 37.3079(7) A, @= p= go", and y= 120" in the 

hexagonal setting (space group R3c, 2 = 21). According to the occupancy parameters, 

multiplicity and the total atom sites, the Zn and Si content were calculated. The multiplicity 

of Ca(4) and Ca(5) sites is 6 and there are 63 cation sites in the hexagonal unit cell. The 

occupancy of Zn for these two sites is 1 and 0.05(6). Thus, the Zn content in the unit cell is 

10.01% for all Ca sites, which is very close to the designed composition and chemical 

analysis result [34]. The multiplicity of P(l)  sites is 6 and there are 42 P sites in the 

hexagonal unit cell. The occupancy of Si is 0.27(6), so the total Si content in the unit  cell is 

3.86% for all P sites, which is less than the designed composition and chemical analysis 

result. The other 6.14% Si might form calcium silicate phase. Preliminary solid state NMR 

resuIts indicate that this Si-rich phase forms nano-scale clusters of approximately 2 nm in  

diameter [36] ,  which may be accounted for the poor background fitting at small d-spacing. 
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After refinement, all thermaI parameters are positive and the statistical data are much better 

than those without substitution. 

IV. Discussion 

1. Two Columns Structure 

The Rietveld analysis shows that 10% Si and Zn doped TCP still maintain the basic 

crystal structure of the pure p-TCP. The structure can be described as two kinds of columns 

of A and B types, arranging in the hexagonal unit celI along the c-axis (Figure 5) [37]. In a 

unit cell, there are three A and nine B columns. The A column has the form of ...P( 1)04 Ca(4) 

Ca(5) P( 1)04-. , while the I3 column ,--P(3)04 Ca( 1) Ca(3) Ca(2) P(2)04 P(3)04.-.. Each k 

column is surrounded by six B columns, while each B column by two A and four B columns 

(Fig.5a). In the A column, all the x and y atomic coordinates of Ca(4), Ca(5), and P( 1 )  have 

. the value of zero, indicating that these atoms are Iocated on a straight line along the c-axis (as 

shown in Fig. 5b). There are no sharing oxygen atoms among P( 1)04 ,  Ca(4)03, and Ca(5)O, 

groups, and only one Ca2+ ion per pair of Ca(4) sites in a column to maintain the charge 

balance. In the B column, the x and y atomic coordinates of Ca( l), Ca(2), Ca(3), P(2), and 

P(3) have different values from each other (Fig. 5c), and three Ca cations are coordinated to 

seven or eight oxygens, including sharing Po4 edges or apexes. CaOn (n=coordination 

number, i.e. 3, 6, 7 or 8) groups are also linked to each other by sharing edges in the column 

B. 

2. Ca06 and Zn06 Polyhedral 

Maintaining the same structure as &TCP, Si,Zn-TCP have five crystallographic sites 

for cations Ca(1) to Ca(4), Zn(4) and Zn(5). The CN for the Ca and Zn site are: Ca(l)=7, 

Ca(2)=6 or 8, Ca(3)=8, Ca,Zn(4)=3, and Zn(5)=6. 

In the pure P-TCP, Ca (4) is on the 3-fold axis and the coordination is completed by 

three O(1) atoms from surrounding P(2)04 groups. The occupancy of Ca(4) is only 0.491(8). 

This cation site has an unusual coordination to the 0(9), 0(9’) ,  O(9”) face of the P(l)04 

group. The Ca(4)...0(9) bonds are 3.041(1) A, Ionger than the normal Cae-0 bond of 2.4 A. 
Therefore, Ca(4) is slightly disordered along c, weakly bonded and forms deficiency, which 



suggests that this site is easily substituted by the impurity ions [16,37]. In Si,Zn-TCP, Ca(4) 

site was partially substituted by Zn at the coordinates [0, 0, -0.0754(3)]. The occupancy of 

Zn(4) is 0.05(6) of the total 0.491 for this site. The Ca,Zn(4).-0(9) bond length is 2.775( IO) 

A, much shorter than the original 3.041(1) 8, in the pure P-TCP. The isotropic thermal 

parameters of this site also decrease to 0.12(30) A*, compared with 2.0(8) A2 in the pure 

p-TCP as reported by Yashima [38]. The decrease of the bond distance and isotropic thermal 

parameters indicate that the stronger Ca,Zn(4)-.,O bonds are formed and the structure 

disorder is minimized. 

In P-TCP, the Ca(5) site is also located on the threefold axis. The coordination is 

essentially octahedral with no shared PO4 edges. The Ca(S)...O distances are relatively 

short in the range 2.238-2.287A, suggesting overbonding in the Ca(5)Ob polyhedron [ 161. 

Thus, this site is constrained for Ca2' ions, but favors the incorporation of the smaller cations 

requiring a coordination number of six. In Si,Zn-TCP, Ca(5) is totally substituted by Zn at the 

coordinates [0, 0, -0.2643(1)]. Compared with the Ca(5).-0 bond length, the Zn(5)--0 

distance (2.175(4)-2.185(5)& is shorter and more nearly equal. These distances agree well 

with reported Zn-.O values [39]. The 0(4)..-Ca(5)--0(4) and 0(7)-.-Ca(5)--0(7) angels are 

82.7( 1)" and 7 7 4  1)" in P-TCP. The 0(4)-..Zn(5)...0(4) and 0(7)-..Zn(5).-.0(7) angles are 

much similar and close to 90°, providing further confirmation of a more ideal octahedral 

configuration. Therefore, substitution of smaller Zn2' for Ca2' results in a more stable TCP 

structure by reducing the strain in the structure. 

3. PO4 and Si04 Polyhedral 

In the pure P-TCP structure, phosphorus atoms are located at three crystallographic 

sites of P(1), P(2), and P(3). AI1 P atoms are four-fold coordinated with oxygen atoms (n = 

4). Given the similar tetrahedral structure of PO:- and SO:, the P in the TCP structure 

may be replaced by Si. Since P(I) is in the same column A with Ca(4) and Ca(5), the 

substitution of Ca(4) and Ca(5) by the smalIer Zn will leave more open space for larger Si to 

substitute P( 1) site. Dickens's study also showed the positional disorder of P( 1 ) 0 4  which is 

likely correlated with the occupancy of the Ca(4) site [33]. 
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After refinement, Si substitutes P(1) sites at LO, 0, 01 and the substitution amount is 

3.86mol% of total P sites. The P,Si( 1)-..0(9) bond distance is I .534(2) fi ,  close to P( 1)..,0(9) 

(1.536(5) A) in pure P-TCP, On the contrary, the bond length of P,Si(l)--O(lO) is 0.089 A 
larger than P(l)-.O( IO) distance (1.498( 12) A), showing the larger Si substitution effect 

along c axis. The average of 0(9)--P,Si( 1).--0(9') and 0(9)-..Si,P( 1).--0( 10) bond angle is 

109.43*, close to the ideal bond angIe 109.5" in the tetrahedral structure. Si substitution has 

a negligible effect on the P(2) and P(3) polyhedral group. The bond length and angIes for 

P(2)..40 and P(3)-.0 sites vary slightly, and the average bond angles are 109.47" and 

109.44" respectively. 

The refinement shows that Si substitutes for P sites 27% in column A and 3.86% of 

total P sites in the unit cell, which is much lower than the designed 10% composition. In the 

histogram 3, a small region from d-spacing 3.85 to 3.95 A was excluded since there is a 

small and broad peak that cannot be identified. The solid state NMR is used to analyze the Si 

environment in Si,Zn-TCP structure. The preliminary results show that the part of Si forms 

Si-rich nano-sized clusters with a diameter of approximate 7 nm, which can explain the 

remaining 6.14% Si location [36]. NMR study indicates that Si Qo sites accounts for about 

20% of the total Si content (10%) in Si,Zn-TCP, which means that about 2% Si forms SiO$ 

and substitutes P sites, in reasonable agreement with the neutron diffraction analysis result. 

4. Theoretical Bond Length and SVZn Substitution Effect on other Polyhedral Group 

The bond distance in Si,Zn-TCP was also compared with the value calculated from 

the ionic radius (Figure 6). The ionic radii used for Ca2+ were r(CN=6) = 1 .OO A, r(CN=7) = 

1.06 A, and r(CN=8) = 1.12 A; the ionic radii used for Zn2' was 0.74 8, with CN=6; and foy 

02- wasI.38 A with CN=4 [40]. 

The calculated Ca--.O and Zn-..O bond length increased linearly with increase in CN 

of Ca and Zn. The Ca-0 distances at Ca( l), Ca(2), and Ca(3) sites obtained in  the Rietveld 

analysis agreed well with the calculated values. In pure p-TCP, Ca(2) is coordinated strongly 

to six oxygens and less strongly to two others, O(5) and 0 ( 6 ) ,  of the shared P(3)Od edges. 

With Si and Zn addition, the bond distances of Ca(2),-.0(5) and Ca(2)--0(4) decreased by 
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0.075 and 0.045 A respectiveIy, which indicated the thermal parameters of Ca(2) in 

Si,Zn-TCP are more isotropic than undoped one. Compared to P-TCP (383, Ca(3) in 

Si,Zn-TCP has larger thermal parameters due to the coordinated oxygens which correspond 

to the large thermal displacements (e.g. O(10) 3.69 w2; O(1) 1.77 A'; 019) 1.61 A2). The 

larger displacements of O( IO) and 0(9) are due to the Si substitution for P at P( 1) site, while 

the large displacement of O( 1) is due to the Ca(4) partiaI occupancy and Zn substitution. This 

suggests that the effect of the Zn(4) and Si(1) substitution is transmitted through several 

neighbor-neighbor interactions. The refined Ca,Zn(4)-..0 distance was smaller than Ca(4)--0, 

but still larger than the caIculated value, indicating the smaller Zn2' substitution and the 

partial occupancy effect on this site. The Ca(5)--0 distance in P-TCP is much smaller than 

the calculated value, suggesting a polyhedral distortion effect [40]. Brown and Shannon 

reported that this octahedral sites containing Mg2+, Zn2+, Co2' and Li+ are generaIly Iess 

distorted than those of V5+, Cu2+, Ca2' and Mn3+ and show a less pronounced dependence on 

mean bond length (411. The refined Zn(5).'.,0 distance was close to the calculated value of 

Zn--O, indicating a more idea1 octahedral configuration than Ca(5)06 does. 

V. Conclusion 

The crystal structure of Si,Zn-modified tricakium was studied by the time-of-flight 

(TOF) neutron powder diffraction and the Rietveld method. This material was confirmed to 

have a rhombohedral structure (space group R3c, 2 = 21), with the unit cell parameters a = b 

=10.3958(1) A, c = 37.3122(7) A, a = p = go", and y =  120" in the hexagona1 setting. Ca(l), 

Ca(2), and Ca(3) are still occupied by Ca atom, coordinated with seven, eight, and eight 

oxygen atoms, respectively. Their coordinates and bond distance with oxygen show minor 

change compared with pure P-TCP, The site Ca(4) was partialIy substituted by Zn at the 

coordinates [O, 0, -O.O76(3)J. The Ca,Zn(4).-.0(9) bond distance is 2.808(5) A, much shorter 

than the original 3.041(1) A. Ca(5) was totally substituted by Zn at the coordinates [O, 0, 

-0.2643(1)]. Zn(5). ..O bond distance decreases about 0.1 A compared to Ca(5). ..O distance, 

showing the smaller cation effect. This value is aIso close to the theoreticaI calculated one 

per the ionic radii, suggesting a more ideal octahedral configuration to eliminate the 

distortion and stabilize the crystal. The total Zn substitution amount is 10.01% of total Ca 
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sites. Si partially substitutes P(1) sites at [0, 0, 01 and the substitution amount is 3.86% of 

total P sites, presumably, the remaining Si forrns amorphous nano-clusters of Si-rich phase. 
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Table 1 Ionic Radii of some substituted ions for Ca and P 

Coordination number (CN) 6 6 6 6 4 4 

Ionic Radii (IR io A) 0.99 0.65 0.74 0.95, 0.17 0.26 

Table 2 A part of refinement results of neutron diffraction data for Si,Zn-TCP 

Space group R3c 

Unit-cell parameters 

Unit cell volume 

a = b =10.3958(1)A 
c = 37.3122(7) 8, 
349 1.15(5) A3 

Calculated unit celI formula weight 
Calculated Density 3.1 7 g/cm3 

6665.916 

11819 
Histogram 1: 1418 
Histogram 2: 454 
Histogram 3: 138 

Number of data points used 

Number of reflections used 

RWP 3.99% 
Reliability factors Rp 2.99% 

5.426 
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Table 3 Atomic Positions and isotropic thermal parameter 

' Numbers in parenthesis are estimated standard error in the last digit 

' Constrains were setup for Ca(4), Zn(4), P( 1) and Si( 1): 

Coordination: x (Ca) = x (Zn) ; y (Ca) = y (Zn) ; z (Ca) = z (Zn); x (a) = x (Si); 

Thermal Parameters: B (Ca) = B (Zn); B(P)=B(Si) 

Ocuupancy: F(Ca) + F(Zn) = 1; F(P) + F(Si) = 1 

y (P) = y (Si); 2 (P) = z (Si) 
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Table 4 Cation-Oxygen bond lengths and bond angle variance in Si,Zn-TCP 

P-TCP‘ Si,Zn-TCP 
Ca( 1) 2.3 16(4) 8, 2.3 1 9(4)b A 

CN=7 

W 3 )  
CN=8 

Ca, Zn(4) 
CN=3 

O( 1 , 1 ’, 1”) 
0(9,9’,9”) 

2.393(4) 
2.421(4) 
2.449(5) 
2.456(5) 
2.503 (4) 
2.507(4) 

2.369(4) 
2.37 l(5) 
2.3 98 (4) 
2.419(4) 
2.437(4) 
2.444( 5) 
2.704(4) 

. 2.752(4) 

2.3 84(4) 
2.3 8 8 (4) 
2,54414) 
2.55 8 (4) 
2.56 8 (5) 
2.580(4) 
2.6 1 l(4) 
2.650( 5 )  

2.53 8 (5) 
3.041(11) 

2.463(4) 
2.39 l(3) 
2.467(4) 
2.475(4) 
2.484(4) 
2.53 3 (4) 

2.369(4) 
2.3 53 (4) 
2.404( 5) 
2.413(4) 
2.447(4) 
2.425(4) 
2.629(4) 
2.707(4) 

2.3 82(4) 
2.408(4) 
2.57 8 (4) 
2.563(4) 
2.550(3) 
2,547 (2) 
2.544(4) 
2.643 (4) 

2.527(4) 
2.775( 10) 

0(4,4’,4”) 2.23814) 2.175(4) 
0(7,7’,7”) 2.287(4) 2.185(5) 
0(4)-Zn(5)-0(4) 82.7( 1)” 81.85(19)’ 
0 (7) -Zn (5)-0(7) 77.1 (1)” 80.1 S(2O)O 

‘ Data from reference [33] 

’The number in parentheses is the standard error in the last digit as estimated in the final 
cycle of full-matrix least squares refinements. 
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Table 5 Summary of the geometry of the PO4 groups in Si,Zn-TCP 

P-TCP" Mean Si,Zn-TCP Mean 

P,Si( 1) 0(9,9',9'') 1*536(5) A 1.517 A 
O(10) 1.498( 12) 
0(9)-P( 1)-O(9') 109.8(4)" 109.50 
O(9)-P( 1)-O( 10) 109.2(4)" 

P(2) O(1) 
O(2) 
O(3) 
O(4) 
O( I)-P(2)-0(2) 
O( 1 )-P(2)-013) 
O( l)-P(2)- O(4) 
0(2)-P(2)-0(3) 
0(2)-P(2)-0(4) 
0(3)-P(2)-0(4) 

I .539(4) 8, 

1.537(4) 
1 1 0.2(2)" 
105.5(2)"' 

108.5(3)0 
104.9(2)" 

O(8) 1.518(4) 
0(5)-P(3)-0(6) 114.0(2)" 
0(5)-P(3)-0(7) 107.7(2)' 

0(6)-P(3)-0(8) 108.9(2)" 

1.554(4) A 

1.546(4) 
110.37(24)' 
105.08(24)" 

108.85(24)" 
106.56(21)" 

1.521(4) A 

1.534(4) 
117.36(25)' 
106.3 l(21)" 
108'40(19)0 109,460 
106.24( 19)" 
108.09(22)" 

0(7)-P(3)-0(8) 11 1.7(2)" 110.36(21)" 

Data from reference [33] 

'The number in parentheses is the standard error in the last digit as estimated in the final 
cycle of full-matrix least squares refinements. 
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Expected Delta/S&pa 

Figure 4 Normal Probability Plot of Histogram 3 for Si,Zn-TCP after the final refhement 
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e Znz+ ions 
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Figure 5 (a) Projection of the crystal structure of TCP along the [OOl] direction, showing the 
hexagonal unit cell with A and B columxls. Oxygen atoms were deleted for clarity. (b) and 
(c) are the configuration of CaOn and Po4 groups in the A and €3 columns, respectively, 
along the c-axis of the hexagonal cell. 
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Figure 6 Relationship between the CN and the average Ca(i)-0 bond length in the pure p- 
TCP[15] and Si,Zn-TCP (I=l, 2, 3, 4, and 5).  The crosses and solid line represents the 
calculated Ca(i)-0 bond lengths per ionic radii; the open square and dot line are the 
calculated Zn(i)-O bond lengths per ionic radii [19J 
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Abstract 

Synthetic materials for the reconstruction of bone defects have to fulfill a wide range 

of requirements: they should be biocompatible and ideally osteoconductive; they should have 

suitable mechanical properties if used in load bearing bone defects; they also have to be bio- 

resorbable with a degradation characteristic that allows the organism to repIace the implant 

material by fully functional bone in a balanced time schedule. Silicon and zinc modified 

tricalcium phosphate (Si,Zn-TCP) was synthesized as a candidate for resorbable temporal 

bone implant having a controlled solution-driven resorption rate (Le. dissolution rate) and 

pharmaceutical effect to stimulate osteogenetic activity for new bone growth. Si and Zn 

effect on dissolution behavior of tricalcium phosphate (TCP) has been investigated. The 

dissolution study was carried out in the simulated body fluid (SBF) at 37°C. The 

concentration changes of calcium and phosphorus in SBF by sample dissolution/precipitation 

were measured. Surface morphoIogies and phase composition of the sample before and after 

immersion were followed as a function of time. The experimental results show that the 

dissolution rate decreases with increasing Si and Zn content in TCP. Zinc inhibits HAp 

reprecipitation from SBF, whiIe Si induces HAp formation. The additives appear to modify 

the dissolution mechanism by altering the phase cornposition, stabilizing the structure and 

http://iastate.edu
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changing the surface characteristics. The cytotoxicity test shows that Si and Zn addition has 

no cytotoxic behavior on the cell within the additive level employed in this study. 

Keywords: Tricalcium phosphate, Dissolution, Simulated body fluid, Hydroxyapatite, 

Calcium phosphate, Cytotoxicity 

I. Introduction 

The synthetic materials for bone repair and augmentation have been investigated for 

many years. In the early 1970s, DriskelI used the beta-tricalcium phosphate (/3-Ca3(P04)2, p- 
TCP) to repair hard-tissue avulsive wounds and oro-facial fractures [ 11. Subsequent research 

has shown that this porous and resorbable implant material may eliminate a second operation 

to obtain autogenous grafting materials. It has a shelf life of at least eight years. When placed 

in close position to the freshIy cut and bleeding bone, the ceramic matrix is rapidly invaded 

by bone-forming tissue. Meanwhile, the implant is resorbed and the process continues for 

approximately six to 18 months [Z]. It has been reported that TCP is more bioresorbable than 

hydroxyapatite (Cas(OH)(PO&, HAp), which has a relatively sIow resorption rate compared 

to rates of new bone formation [3,4]. 

The bioresorption of TCP is assumed to take place by both cell-mediated and 

solution-driven processes [5].  As reported previously, the TCP has a much higher dissolution 

rate than the stoichiometric HAp (s-HAp)[6,7]. The dissolution rate of dense P-TCP was 22.3 

times higher than that of dense HAp in buffered lactic acid solution (0.4M, pH 5.2), and was 

22.3 times higher than that of HAp in buffered EDTA solution (0.05M, pH 8.2) [e ] .  Aoki 

proposed that a-TCP dissolves in the body 10 times faster than HAp [SI. Ducheyne et aI. 

compared the dissolution rates of six calcium phosphates in calcium and phosphate free 

solution at pH 7.3. In terms of the dissolution of caIcium, the dissolution rate increased from 

s-HAP to tetra calcium phosphate (TTCP) i;l the following order [SI: 
TTCP > a-TCP >P-TCP > OCP > CDHA > s-HAP 

where OCP is octacalcium phosphate, CDHA is calcium-deficient hydroxyapatite and a- 
TCP is the high temperature phase of TCP. Although pure TCP has good resorbablility, the 

higher solubility and faster dissolution rate results in strength reduction during the bone 
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remodeling process, and finally leads to the implant failure. An ideal bone implant material 

would simultaneously be resorbed, meanwhile maintaining the strength and supporting the 

activity of osteoblasts in the development of new bone [lo]. Thus, from the point of physico- 

chemical process view, the suitability of TCP for use in vivo is critically dependent on how 

the dissolution rate might be controlled by different mechanisms. 

A number of studies have been carried out to understand the effects of additives on 

the dissolution behavior of calcium phosphate [ 10-201. The results revealed that the halide 

(e.g. F -  and CZ-) ions could substitute hydroxide and stabilize HAP structure. Hence, the 

solubiIity of HAP decrease and the dissolution is inhibited. On the other hand, the 

substitution of divalent cations (e.g. Mg2+ and Zn2+) for Cu2" sites and the substitution of 

compIex anions (e.g. SiO:-, TiOi-, and CO:-) for PO:- will increase the distortion of the 

HAP structure and lead to the enhancement of the solubility. The content of these additives in 

HAp structure is limited, and at a higher additive level HAp will decompose to form TCP 

phase. From the crystallography point of view, TCP crystal can supply better environment 

for these impurities substitution due to the original distortion in the structure [Zl-241. These 

additives were claimed to stabilize TCP, but enhance HAp dissolution. It is important to note 

that Si addition can stabilize the high temperature phase a-TCP, which has higher solubility 

and dissolution rate. a-TCP powder sets to form calcium-deficient HAp when mixed with 

water, and thus is used in dental and medical clinical practice as a root sealer and bone-filling 

cement [25-311. This material is moldable and couId adapt to the bone cavity, eliminating the 

need for high temperature sintering of the implant material common in traditional ceramic 

processing operation. 'Hence, the biphasic a-IP-TCP with controlled dissohtion behavior 

may be a promising resorbable biomaterial as a temporary implant. 

In this work, silicon and zinc were added to modify the dissolution behavior of TCP. 

The previous X-ray diffraction results showed that Si and Zn doped TCP (Si,Zn-TCP) is 

composed of a mixture of a- and 0-TCP phases [32]. The a:P phase ratio was found to be 

dependent on the additive content. No secondary phase was observed in the X-ray diffraction 

pattern, indicating that Zn and Si are incorporated into the TCP structure after high 

temperature sintering 133 1. The crystal structure study from X-ray and neutron diffraction 
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data confirmed that Si and Zn substitution for P and Ca sites decreased the distortion and 

stabilized TCP structure [Z1,32]. Meanwhile, the solid state NMR and neutron diffraction 

analysis show that the only one-third Si substitutes for P sites and the remaining forms the Si- 

rich nano-scale phase as the secondary phase. The purpose of this study is to understand the 

dissolution behavior of tricalcium phosphates that are modified by substitution of Si and Zn 

at concentrations less than 10 mol%. The dissolution behavior was studied in the simulated 

body fluid (SBF) at 37°C and pH=7.4, which is usually utilized for the first step in evaluating 

biomateriak and is more precisely mimic the physico-chemical behavior in vivo. 

. 

The pharmaceutical effect was also considered during the selection of additives used 

in this research. Zinc has been found in all human tissues and the concentration of Zn in bone 

is higher than in most other tissues [34]. Zinc ions were suggested to have an active 

participation in the synthesis of the biological apatite crystals under in vivo conditions [34]. 

In clinical studies, Walsh et al. have demonstrated the efficacy of Ca, Cu, Mn and Zn 

suppkmentation on spinal bone mineraf density in postmenopausal women [35]. Silicon is 

known to be essential for the growth and development of vertebrates, and perform a vital role 

in skeletal development [36-38 J. SiIicon deficiency has been found fo retard bone 

development in chicks [39]. Dietary silicon has been found to increase the rate of bone 

calcification, and nodular ill-formed bone results from silicon deficiency [36,37]. An increase 

in dietary silicon has been directly linked to an increase in bone mineralization. Therefore, 

Si,Zn-TCP was also designed to stimulate osteogenesis for new bone growth by slowly 

releasing Si and Zn to the local environment. 

11. Materials and Method 

The chemical reagent grade CaC03, NH4H2P04, ZnO (Fisher, Harnpton, NH) and 

fumed Si02 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) were used as received. The mixture at 

predetermined mole ratio of the starting powders was first milled in anhydrous ethanol for 4h  

using alumina media, The slurries were vacuum filtered. For Si,Zn-TCP and pure a-TCP, the 

precursor powder were then fired in alumina combustion boat in an open atmosphere furnace 

at 1300°C for 6 hours and quenched in dry air. The P-TCP was produced by sintering CaC03 

and NH4H2P04 at 1000°C for 4 hours. The biphasic a-IP-TCP without additives was obtained 



by heating the P-TCP in air at 1300°C for 2 hours and cooling slowly. The fired powder was 

ground using an alumina mortar and kept in a desiccator. The fraction of each phase of the 

biphasic powders was determined by X-ray powder diffractometer (XRD) (Scintag X1, 

Cupertino, CA), using the pure P-TCP and a-TCP standards. An accelerating voltage 45kV 

and a current of 40 mA were used. The XRD data were collected over 28 range of 10-80" at a 

step size of 0.02". Table 1 Iists the eight samples with their additive content and phase ratio, 

which was caIculated by integrating the phase distinct peak area of a and p phases 

respectively. 

All samples were crushed and sieved to obtain the desired grain size approximateIy 

20 prn in diameter. Dissolution experiments were carried out in sealed glass bottles in a 

water bath shaker. Two grams of granules were placed in 100 ml simulated body fluid (SBF) 
at 37°C. The ion concentration of SBF is given in Table 2 [40]. The pH of the solution was 

monitored by Fisher AR15 pH meter (Fisher, Harnpton, NH), with an accuracy of f0.02. A 

2.5 mL of solution was taken out after the certain time for Ca and P concentration analysis. 

Ca concentration was determined by an atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) (Perkin- 

Elmer 5000, Wellesley, MA). After 0.25mL lanthanum solution was added to control 

interferences, the solution was diluted to 25 mL. Samples were run in triplicate for each data 

point. As a reference, the standard solution for AAS were prepared using the same ion 

concentrations of SBF except Ca2+. Phosphorus concentration was determined 

colormetrically using the ascorbic acid molybdate method (EPA Method 365.4). After aging 

the sample for a predetermined time, it was centrifuged, washed by de-ionized water and 

dried in vacuum prior to XRD analysis. Microstructure evolution was followed by the 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (JEOL JSM-&06LV, Peabody, MA) and transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) (Philips CM30,300kV, Netherlands). The powder specimens for 

TEM were ground in acetone, and collected on 200 mesh carbon-coated copper TEM grids. 

Electron beam transparent particles were chosen for TEM examination by selected area 

diffraction (SAD). Energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS) was used to confirm the 

elemental composition of the sampIes. , 

Cytotoxicity tests of samples containing Si and Zn were performed by a direct contact 

assay outlined by the American Standards for Testing and Measurements [41]. The SKOV3 
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human ovarian carcinoma cell line was used for cytotoxicity experiments. Cells were 

cultured with low-glucose Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium (DMEM) containing 10% 

fetal bovine serum (FBS, Sigma, St. Louis, MO). Neither antibiotics nor antimycotics were 

used to avoid the possibility of artificial membrane permeabilization effects from these 

agents. Cell cuItures were maintained in a humidified environment with 5% COz at 37°C and 

passaged regularly to allow them to remain sub-confluent. Samples were sterilized by 

swabbing with 70% ethanol and dried in aseptic conditions. The media was removed from 

the well plates containing the cells and the samples were placed into the wells, leaving one 

well empty for comparison. Media was added to the wells and the plates with samples were 

placed in an incubator for another 24 h. All samples were run in four replicates, and 

experiments were repeated twice. After incubation with samples, changes in morphology and 

detachment of cells from the dish were also observed using an Olympus IMT-2 (Melville, 

NY) inverted, phase-contrast light microscope equipped with objective of 1 OOx 

magnification. 

111. Results and Discussion 

1. Dissolution and Precipitation 

Variation of the calcium and phosphor concentration of a-TCP, J3-TCP, Si,Zn-3, 

Si,Zn-5, Si,Zn-10, Si-5, Zn-5, and a-IP-TCP as a function of time in the SBF solution are 

presented in Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively. Except 211-5 and Si,Zn-10, the other six 

samples exhibit qualitatively similar response with time. That is, both Ca and P 

concentrations increased in the first few days, reached the maximum value and then 

decreased with the Ionger immersion time. This behavior may be explained by an initial 

dissolution of Ca” and PO:- followed by reprecipitation in the form of HAP as the solution 

becomes supersaturated. 

Generally, the dissolution and precipitation rate of calcium phosphates may be 

interpreted in terms of an empirical kinetic equation [42]: 
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in which mo and m are the masses of solid phase initially and at time t, o i s  the relative super- 

or undersaturations, and n is the kinetic rate order of reaction. ) represents the 

influence of changes 'in the sizes and shapes of the crystals, including the surface area, The 

relative super- and understaturation may be expressed in terms of equation 2. 

with 

v =  the number of ions in the formula unit 

IP = the ionic activity product 

KSO = the equiIibriurn constant or the ionic activity product at saturation 

The dissolution and precipitation is a reversible reaction. The direction that the 

reaction will move in is determined by the difference between the IF and the equilibrium 

constant KSO. The initial ionic activity product IPO in solution is below KSO, which leads to 

dissolution until saturation concentration is reached. The dissolution rate will decrease with 

increasing IP. The reaction on the surface will reverse to precipitation when IP > KSO. The 

value of IP for TCP and HAp can be expressed as: 

IP = [cu2+]~[Pu;-]2 y ; y ;  

IP = [Cu2+~10~PO~-]G[OH-] yt yzyn 

(3 1 

(4) 
2 1 0 6 2  

where yi is the ionic activity coefficient decided by the ionic strength. Since IF' is related to 

Concentration, the dissolution and precipitation reactions could be simply implied by the 

concentration change in the solution. If the ionic concentration C is lower than the 

equilibrium concentration C, in the soIution, the dissolution takes pIace. Conversely, the 

precipitation takes place when C is higher than C, . 

However, the dissolution of TCP in SBF is a much more compIicated process. 

According to the solubility phase diagram for the ternary Ca(OH)z-H3PO4-H20 system at 37" 

[43], there are only two cakium phosphate materials that are stable at room temperature 

when in contact with aqueous solution. At a pH Iower than 4.2, the component 

CaHPO, - 2H,U (Dicalcium phosphate dihydrate) is the most insoluble phase, while at 
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higher pH (>4.2) HAP is the most stable calcium phosphate phase. Hence, it may be already 

supersaturated with respect to the stable HAP phase before the initial dissolution leads to a 

saturated solution with respect to the unstable TCP phases. This supersaturation drives HAp 

nucleation and growth on the TCP surface by consuming the Ca and P from the solution. The 

gradual transition from TCP to HAp surface results in the change in solubility of a TCP 

surface to a value approaching the solubility of HAP, meanwhile the dissolution rate of TCP 

decreases. Therefore, the apex of each curve in Figures 1 and 2 is neither the saturation point 

(IF' = Ks) for TCP, nor the beginning of HAp precipitation, It can be concluded that the TCP 

dissolution dominates the reaction in SBF before the ionic concentration reaches the apex' 

and HAp precipitation rate is faster than TCP dissolution rate after the apex. The 

concentration gradient of the curve represents the dissolution and reprecipitation rate. 

Figure 3 shows the variation of Ca2' concentration with time for the first 24 hours, 

when the dissolution is the predominant reaction in the solution. The rise of [Ca2+] suggests 

that the dissolution of pure TCP and Si,Zn-n (nl5) commenced immediately after the 

samples were immersed into SBF. Even 211-5 sample has a slightly positive slope, indicating 

release of small amount of Ca2' ions. Within the experimental error, Ca2+ concentration 

remains constant for Si,Zn-10 sample. The pure a-TCP had the fastest dissolution rate 

despite the reprecipitation of HAP. With increasing additives, the dissolution rate of Si,Zn- 

TCP decreased. Si-5 dissolves faster than Si,Zn-5 and Zn-5 even though they contain the 

same additive level. ApparentIy, Zn depresses dissolution of TCP more effectively than Si. 

The order of the dissolution rate is: 

Si,Zn-10 < Zn-5 < P-TCP < Si,Zn-5 < Si,Zn-3 < a-@-TCP c Si-5 < a-TCP 

In Figures I and 2, the concentration gradient (G) of curve after apex implies the HAp 

precipitation rate since precipitation is the dominant reaction during this period. The largest 

gradient of Ca and P concentration is observed in pure TCP and Gcr-=cp > GP-TCP. The 

gradient of Si,Zn-TCP decreased as increasing additive content, and G~i.zn-3 > Gs~,z~J > Gsi,h. 

10. In Figure 2, Si-5 has larger gradient than Si,Zn-5 and Zn-5; the a-ID-TCP sample has 

smaller gradient then the monophase a-TCP, but larger than other samples. The HAp 

precipitation rate is summarized as the following order: 
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Si,Zn-10 < 211-5 < Si,Zn-5 < Si,Zn-3 < j3-TCP < Si-5 < a-/P-TCP < a-TCP 

After four weeks, the Ca and P concentrations in SBF still continue decreasing, suggesting 

that the solution has not reached the equilibrium condition for HAp yet. The precipitation 

also resulted in a slightly increase in pH of solution, ranging between 7.4 to 7.8 for these 

samples. This led to the formation of calcium phosphates with a low Ca/P molar ratio, 

confirmed by previous ICP analysis[44]. 

I .  

2. Phase Composition and Evolution of Morphology in SBF 
X-ray diffraction patterns of eight samples before and after aging in SBF are shown in 

Figure 4. Except Si,Zn-10, all other samples present distinct HAP peaks for (21 l), (1 12) and 

(300) planes after immersion in SBF. The TCP phase content decreases and HAp content 

increases with the immersion time. For Si,Zn-n (n=3, 5, lo), HAp content decrease with 

increase of the additive level. There is no HAP phase identified in Si,Zn-10 sample after four 

weeks immersion. Although a-IP-TCP and Si,Zn-3 have the similar phase composition 

before aging in SBF, HAp content in a-IP-TCP is much larger than in Si,Zn-3 after 

immersion. For samples with the same additive level of 5%, it is obvious that HAP favors to 

precipitate on Si-5, rather than on Zn-5. 

The surface morphological changes with immersion in SBF of the samples are shown 

in Figure 5. The surface of pure TCP (a and p) shows a characteristic solution-precipitated 

needle-like morphology of HAP after four weeks exposure to SBF (Fig. 5a). This typical 
, ,  

morphology is also shown in TEM micrographs (Figure 6). The fine HAP grains are about 

lnm in width and a few tens of nanometers in Iength in two weeks sample (Fig. 6a). After 

four weeks, the HAP grains grow into thin fiber-like crystals, radiating from the center out. 

The crystal size is about 20nm in width and about 300nm in length (Fig. 6b). EDS analysis 

performed in the TEM on these crystals cokfirmed the presence of calcium and phosphor and 

the Ca/P ratio is about 1.5, indicating this phase is calcium-deficient HAP. This HAp layer on 

TCP surface is not continuous, and some TCP surface can still be observed (Fig. 6b). Si-5 

formed a much denser HAP layer on the surface, consisting of aggregates of small flaky 

crystals (Fig. 5b). Si,&-3 and Si,Zn-5 exhibit larger and granules on some particle surface 

instead of needle-like crystals (Fig. 5c&d). In the micrograph of Si,Zn-5, a big particle with 
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the clean and smooth surface was also observed after four weeks immersion, similar to the 

particle morphology shown in Zn-5 and Si,Zn- 10 micrographs. This morphology suggests 

that HAp has preferred nucleation sites. 

In Figure 6d, TEM micrograph of Si,Zn-3 shows four different particle morphologies 

after immersion: small and irregular shape particles (A), bigger and clean particles (B), 

needle-like crystal aggregates (C), and nanosized spherical grains aggregates (D). They are 

corresponding to a phase, /3 phase, HAp phase and initial crystalline HAP, respectively. 

More morphology details are shown in Figure 8. On the a particle/solution interface, clusters 

of spherical grains measuring 10 to 20 nm are observed in the high magnification image (Fig, 

8b). These grains have the characteristic morphology of precipitations from the solution at 

the initial stage. The area between spheres is a gel-like amorphous phase since no regular 

contrast patterns were shown in bright field images during the sample tilting. Variations in 

the gray scale across the picture are likely due to changes in thickness. TEM examinations 

reveal broad rings in the diffraction patterns, characteristic of amorphous and nano-size 

materials, which consistent with the assumption that the amorphous phase is the precursor for 

crystalline HAp [45-481. EDS anaIysis in this area shows much higher Si signal than 

surroundings, indicating a Si-rich area formed on the a-phaselsolution surface. Si might have 

an active participation in the HAp nucleation process. Figure 8c is the high magnification 

image of the center particle (D), i.e. nanosized spherical grains aggregates, which has a 

different morphology from a, p or HAp crystals. The Moire fringes in the high-resolution 

image shows that this particle consists of aggregates formed by 20 to 50 nrn crystaIlites (Fig. 

8d). SAD pattern also presents rings and diffraction points, a characteristic polycrystalline 

structure with small grains. It is plausible that the HAp phase nucleated from nano-size 

amorphous partides leading to aggregates of crystalline HAP. 

No obvious morphology change was observed in 211-5 and Si,Zn-10 sample in SEM 

micrograph (Fig. 5f&g). The HAP phase content and morphology change with the additive 

level indicate that the additive affects not onIy TCP dissolution but also HAp precipitation, 
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3. Mechanism of Additive Effect on Dissolution and Precipitation 

The additives may alter the mechanism of dissolution by three ways: adjusting the 

phase composition, decreasing the solubility and changing the surface properties. The 

previous XRD study has confirmed that the phase composition could be adjusted by the 

additive content since Zn favors p phase and Si favors a phase [32]. The biphasic structure in 

Si,Zn-3 and Si,Zn-5 samples is clearIy shown in Figures 5c, 5d and 6c, in which there are 

two different particle morphologies: one is small in size with irregular shape; the other one is 

bigger with smooth surfaces. EDS analysis for these two particles shows that the smaller 

particle has higher Si content than Zn, and the bigger has higher Zn than Si. The selected area 

diffraction pattern taken from A area of Figure 6c shows the clear hexagonal unit cell of p 

phase along the 11211 direction. The high-resolution image for particle A is presented in 

Figure 7a. This is a singIe particle approximately 50nm in size and consist of several grains. 

There are two major orientations of the grain (Fig. 7b&c), in which the lattice spacing was 

measured to be 8.235 A and 5.294 A. The index of the pattern in the selected area diffraction 

pattern is based on the previous crystal study of Si,Zn-3 [33], in which a phase has 

monoclinic structure of P21/a with cell parameters a=12.859 A, b=27.389 A, c=15.222 A and 

p=125.929", and the atom positions taken from the a-TCP unit cell [49]. The zone axis of 

this diffraction pattern is [-4, 2, -11. In comparison to pure TCP, the d spacing of these two 

phases has a slight variance due to the Si and Zn substitution, which coincides with the 

previous crystaI structure study [33]. The a:P phase ratio decreased as dopant level increased, 

and Zn has a dominant effect at the higher additive content 1331. As shown in Table 1, the 

a:p phase ratio of all samples is in the following order: 

_ _  

P-TCP e Si,Zn-10 < Zn-5 < Si,Zn-5 < a-/P-TCP < Si,Zn-3 < Si-5 < a-TCP 

which has the similar sequence to dissolutiodprecipitation rate of samples studied. 

It was already established that the a-TCP had a higher dissolution rate than P-TCP 

[9,50]. With the same additive level 5%, Si-5 has higher dissolution rate than Si,Zn-5 and 

Zn-5, as it has over 95% a phase. Sirnilarl,y, Si,Zn-5 has about 20% a phase, resulting in the 

higher dissolution rate than Zn-5 which has only 5% a phase. Si,Zn-3 also dissolves faster 
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than Si,Zn-5 due to the higher a phase fraction. On the other hand, samples with more a 

phase release Ca2' faster, leading to the high relative supersaturation (6 and accelerating the 

HAp precipitation rate. After four weeks in SBF, HAp phase content is much higher in Si-5 

than in Si,Zn-5 and Si,Zn-3, while Zn-5 only has very small amount of HAp (Fig. 4). Since a 
phase with higher dissolution rate form supersaturated region on the surface, HAP favors to 

nucleate on the surface of a-phase rather than of P-phase. Figure 5d and Figure 6d clearly 

show that the needle shape HAP crystals grow on a-phase, while the P-phase is devoid of 

needle-like HAp phase. Inhibiting ability of Zn on HAP nucleation can be accounted by a 

mechanism offered by Bigi [18,51]. According to him, Zn could enter the HAP pre-nuclei 

structure embryo, distort it and create a structural mismatch, thus preventing further growth 

of HAP crystal. 

The reduction of TCP solubility can be attributed to increased stability of the crystal 

structure as a result of zinc and silicon addition. According to the previous crystal structure 

study of Si,%-TCP [21], Zn substitution for Ca sites will results in the contraction and 

decrease the distortion in pure P-TCP structure. Zn behaves like Mg in whitlockite, which is 

less soluble than P-TCP [23,52]. Si substitution for P sites increases PO:- group distortion 

4 ,  

in P-TCP, but Zn addition dominates the structure change at higher doping levels. For a-TCP, 

Yin and Stott proposed that two SO," may substitute for a pair of PO:- groups with an 

excess Ca2' for charge compensation based on ab initio density functional calculations [53]. 

This substitution leads to a more stable structure than pure a-TCP, and the stability increases 

with Si concentration. There is a calcium vacancy in the anion-cation columns of the a-TCP 

structure which provides a particularly favorable location for an excess Ca atom [23]. 

Therefore, Si,Zn-TCP has lower internal energy and have a lower reactivity in water than 

pure TCP. As shown in Figure 3, with increase of doping content, the solubility of TCP 

decreases, leading to decrease of dissolution rate (Si,Zn-10 < Si,Zn-5 < Si,Zn-3). The 

dissolution rate of Si,Zn-TCP will be less than that of even pure P-TCP when additive 

content reaches 10%. This result is consistent with Ito's report for zinc-containing tricalcium 

phosphate, in which the calculated solubifity product decreased with increasing of Zn content 

[13]. The dissolution rate of Si-5 is lower than pure a-TCP, indicating the Si stabilization 
. , .  
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effect on a phase. Compared with a-IP-TCP, Si,Zn-3 has more a phase but with lower 

dissolution rate, indicating both Si and Zn increase the stability of TCP structure. 

In Figure 4, the doped TCP shows different surface morphology compared to the pure 

TCP. Si-5 has a characteristic porous morphology with a network of interconnected particles. 

According to the phase diagram of Ca3(PO&-Ca2SiO4 [54], Si addition increases the melting 

point of TCP. This sample exhibited highly porous structure as the result of solid state 

sintering at 13OO0C, which may lead to higher the surface area. According to Equation 1 ,  

both dissolution and precipitation rates increase with the larger snrface area due to 

However, the effect of surface area on precipitation rate is more prominent in this case due to 

the effect of Si on stability of the structure. It is clearly shown in Figure 4 that the HAp layer 

on Si-5 surface is much thicker than on other samples and it may effectively minimize further 

dissolution of TCP. For the samples containing Zn, most particles have smoother and dense 

surface with sharp edges. According to Kreidler and Hurnrnel [55] ,  Zn-containing P-TCP 

melts incongruently around 1 5OO0C, whereas the compound CaZnZ(P04)z melts 

incongruently at 1040°C. They form a eutectic solidifying at 1029°C. This system is the most 

suitable for carrying out the process of densification by liquid sintering. Hence, the density 

and the grain size increase with Zn doping, which may result in the lower surface area and 

lower dissolution and precipitation rates. 

4. Cytotoxicity Test 

The results of the cytotoxicity evaluations indicated that the samples doped with Si 

and Zn displayed no cytotoxic behavior. Images of the cell/sample interface for Si,Zn-TCP, 

positive control (ZnO powder), and negative control (no sample) are shown in Figure 9. The 

positive controI (Fig. 9a) elicited a cytotoxic response, as expected. The cell density near the 

ZnO powder interface is extremely low and the few cells that are present appear to have 

detached from the surface of the well plate. There is also considerable cellular debris present, 

likely due to cell lysis. In the well without any sample (Fig. 9b), the cell density is constant 

eliciting no cytotoxic response. The Si,Zn-TCP samples with different additive content (Fig. 

9c&d) displayed similar cytotoxic characteristics as the negative control. The ceIl bodies 
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were large and healthy. The cell density is constant up to the sample interface, and cells are 

confluent and fully adhered to the well. 

IV. Conclusion 

When samples were aged in SBF, dissolution of TCP is not the only reaction in the 

solution. Reprecipitation of HAp on TCP surface occurs at the same time because HAp is the 

most stable phase in SBF and TCP initial dissolution can quickly Iead to a supersaturated 

solution with respect to HAP. The gradual transition from TCP to HAp surface resuIts in the 

change in solubility of a TCP surface to a value approaching the solubility of HAP, 

meanwhile the dissolution rate of TCP decreases. Before the ionic concentration reaches the 

apex, the dissohtion of TCP dominates .the reaction in SBF; and HAp reprecipitation rate is 

faster than TCP dissolution rate after the apex. 

The orders of dissolutionheprecipitation rate and development of phase and surface 

morphology indicate that both TCP dissolution and HAP reprecipitation behavior might be 

controlled by varying the Zn and Si doping level. Zn addition inhibits both dissolution and 

precipitation by stabilizing P-phase structure, forming of low solubility 0-phase and reducing 

surface area as a result of liquid sintering. Si addition decreases the dissolution rate by 

stabilizing a-phase structure, but it also promotes HAp reprecipitation by forming the highly 

porous structure. With both Zn and Si addition, Zn has the dominant effect on the Si,Zn-TCP 

behavior. 

Direct contact cytotoxicity tests revealed that Si,&-TCP composition investigated in 

this work are not toxic. The health cells were tightly bounded to the particle surface, 

suggesting the good biocompatibility of Si,%-TCP. In future work, the availability of 

biphasic materials will be investigated by estimating the osteoconductivity in animal 

experiments (in vivo) and the expression of mRNA in type I collagen, phosphatase activity 

and osteocalcine in cell cuIture. 
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Table 1 .  Samples used in the dissolution study 

60%a-TCP / 40%P-TCP 
96Ya-TCP / 4%CalCium Silicates 
3%a-TCP / 97%p-TCP 
65%a-TCP / 3SYoP-TCP 
20Yi-TCP I XO%P-TCP 

Zn * Si * 
Content (%) Content (%) Powder name Fhase(s) 

a-TCP - - 
P-TCP - - 
a-/P-TCP - - 
Si-5 0 5 
Zn-5 5 0 
Si,Zn-3 3 3 
Si,Zn-5 5 5 
Si,Zn-10 1 OU%P-TCP** 10 10 

* zn content: 5% means Z%n + ca = 5% si content: 5% meam ssi + = 5% 

** The second phase in Si,Zn-10 was not detected by XRD h this study 

Table 2. Ion concentration s of SBF solution and human plasma 

Ion SBF (mM) EIUman Plasma (mM) 
Nu 142.0 142.0 
Cl- 
HCO, 
K' 
Mg2+ 
Ca '+ 
H.0;-  
SO:- 

125.0 
27.0 
5.0 
1.5 
2.5 
1 .o 
0.5 

103.0 
27.0 
5.0 
1.5 
2.5 
1 .o 
0.5 
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Figure 1 Ca and P concentration in SBF as the function of time, including sampIe a-TCP, p- 
TCP, Si,Zn-3, Si,Zn-5 and Si,Zn-10. Solution have been dilute 10 times for chemical analysis. 
The standard error of each point is within 5%. 
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Figure 2 Ca and P concentration in SBF as the function of time, including sample a-TCP, Si- 
5 ,  Zn-5, Si,Zn-5 and a-@-TCP. Solution have been dilute 10 times for chemical analysis. 
The standard error of each point is within 5%. 
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Figure 4 X-ray diffraction patterns of samples before (lower curve) and after immersion 
in SBF two weeks (middle curve) and four weeks (upper curve). (a) a-TCP; (b) Si-5; 
(c) a-IP-TCP; (d) Si,Zn-3; (e) Si,Zn-5; (0 P-TCP; (g) Zn-5; (h)Si,Zn-IO. V HAp phase; 
a phase; + p phase; * Calcium Silicates 
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Figure 5 Scanning electron micrographs of samples before and after aging in SBF four 
weeks. (a) a-TCP; (b) Si-5, inserted high magnification image at corner; (c) Si,Zn-3; (d) 
Si,Zn-5; (e)  P-TCP; (0 Zn-5; (g) Si,Zn-IO 
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Figure 6 a-TCP and Si,Zn-3 before and after immersion in SBF (a) a-TCP after two weeks 
(b) a-TCP after four weeks. Highlighted area shows the uncovered area by HAP, indicating 
that the dissolution of a-TCP could continue even after four weeks. (c) Si,Zn-3 as 

synthesized. The inserted SAD is p phase along [121] zone axis.; (d) Si,Zn-3 after four 
weeks, where A is the a phase, B is p phase, C is HAp precipitation with characteristic 
needle-shape crystal radiant from the center , and D may be the HAp phase at the initial 
crystallization stage. More morphology details are shown in Figure 8. 

_ -  
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Figure 7 High magnification image of a phase in Si,Zn-3 (Figure 7a). Highlighted areas are 
some grains with two major plane spacings. (b) Higher-resolution image of the bottom 

I 

section of the grain with a plane spacing of 8.235 A, matching (1 20) plane of a phase. The 

indexed SAD was taken from this grain and the zone axis is [4 2 11 ; (c) High-resolution image 
of the grain i n  the middle section with a lattice spacing of 5.294 A, a half of d-spacing of 
(100) plane. Compared with pure a-TCP, the slight variance of spacing is due to Zn and Si 
substitution for Ca and P sites. 

- -  
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Figure 8 High magnification image in Si,Zn-3 (Figure 7b). (a) B and C areas in Figure 7b; (b) 
High resolution image of the highlight area in (a). SAD shows broad rings, characteristic of 
amorphous and nano-size materials; (c) D area high-resolution image and SAD pattern, 
showing the polycrystalline structure; (d) High-resolution image of the grain in the middle 
section. 
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Figure 9 SKOV3 cells after direct contact cytotoxicity testing (100~). (a) Positive control, 
ZnO; @) Negative control, No sample (c) Si,Zn-3 sample; (d) Si,Zn-10 sample 
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Abstract 

The hydrolysis of a-TCP in simulated body fluid (SBF) at 37°C was investigated. 

Concentration of ions in simulated body fluid (SBF) was monitored by ICP. The hydration 

rate was found to be slower in SBF than that in deionzed water. The hydrolysis product was 

carbonate-containing calcium-deficient hydroxyapatite incorporated with Mg2' , Nu' and 

CZ- ionic impurities, which was characterized by XRD, SEM, TEM, FTIR and XPS. An 

amorphous layer on the a-TCP surface was found to be the precursor of apatite phase, which 

may lead to either crystalline apatite or can decompose back to a-TCP at lower temperature. 

Key words: a-Tricalcium Phosphate, Hydrolysis, Simulated Body Fluid, Cdcium-deficient 

hydroxyapatite, amorphous hydroxyapatite 

I. Introduction 

Hydroxyapatite (CalO(PO&(OH)2, HAP) has been investigated extensively as an 

implant material for bones and teeth since the 1970s. One of the reasons for its good 

biologicaI performance is the similarity to the mineral phase of bone, which is mainly a 

carbonate-containing apatite with many other ionic impurities. However, HAP fabrication 

method, usually sintering at high temperature, represents a significant drawback for these 

mailto:makinc@iastate.edu
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materials, since it limits their shape and size. This often causes problems of adaptation and 

fixation to the bone cavities where they had to be placed. Moreover, stoichiometric HAp is 

too stabIe to be resorbed during bone remodeling process [ 13. 

In 1983, Brown and Chow[2] demonstrated the formation of hydroxyapatite in a 

monolithic form at room or body temperature by means of a cementitious reaction. This 

material was moldable and could adapt to the bone cavity. Bonding with bone will finally be 

realized through the converted apatite phase. It presented a good fixation and an optimum 

tissue-biomaterial contact, necessary for stimulating bone ingrowth. Thus, hydrolysis 

became one of the most important synthesis methods for HAP. A number of studies 

established that slightly water-soluble calcium phosphates [e.g., dicalcium phosphate 

(CaHPO4, DCPA), dicalcium phosphate dehydrate (CaHP04.2H20, DCPD), a-tricalcium 

phosphate ((x-Ca~(PO~)2, a-TCP), and ocfacalcium phosphate (Ca&&(P0&5H20, OCP)] 

can convert to HAP in moderate to high pH solution [3-8]. 

Among them, a-TCP is particularly attractive for several reasons. It is most reactive 

in an aqueous system due to its high so’iubility. It utilizes a single precursor and forms 

various reaction products. DCPD is the reaction product below pH 5.5, OCP forms at pH 
i .  

5.5-7.5, and HAP above pH 7.5 [3, 9, 101, The HAp produced by this cement-type reaction 

may exist over a compositional range and can be characterized in terms of its C a P  ratio, 

which is called calcium-deficient HAP (CDHAp or C~~O-,(HP~~)~(PO,) , , (OH)~-~> where n 

ranges from 0 to 1: x= 0 for stoichiometric HAP and x=l for fully CDHAp[ll]. These 

“nonstoichiometric” HAp compositions are more soluble than stoichiometric HAP. It may be 

incorporated into bone more readily by osteocytes. The hydrolysis of a-TCP also results in 

carbonate-containing HA~(C~~O(PO&(CO~)~(OH)~-~~) based on the composition of the 

aqueous solution. 

Monma et al. first reported that the a-TCP converts to CDHAp in water below 

100°C at pH values ranging from 8.1 to’l1.4 [7, 1 I]. Durucan and Brown examined the 

transformation kinetics of HAp formation by direct hydrolysis of a-TCP at several 

1 

temperatures [3]. The reaction completed in 18h at 37°C in de-ionized water. XRD analysis 

accompanied by FTIR confirmed that phase pure CDHAp was formed. Li et a1 studied a- 

TCP hydrolysis in deionized water at S O T  They proposed a formula for the converted 
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apatite-TCP phase containing lattice water and a partial structural model along the hydroxyl 

column[6]. TenHuisen et a1 developed sodium and fluoride containing HAP based on the 

hydrolysis of a-TCP in NaF solutions[&]. Monma et al. also found that extent of conversion 

was retarded in the presence divalent inorganic salts, whereas monovalent inorganic or 

organic salts favored hydration[ 121. The better mechanical properties and accelerated 

reaction rates was obtained in NaCI solution[3, 131. 

Although the hydrolysis reactions of a-TCP in water[l4, 151 and in other 

solutions[l2, 161 have been characterized, the reaction in SBF solution appears not to have 

been fully studied. Since SBF solution mimics the human plasma composition, the hydrolysis 

product may be similar in composition to the bone mineral. In addition, it is well known that 

hydration is strongly influenced by the solution composition. It is necessary to understand the 

hydrolysis reaction of a-TCP that takes into consideration of the complex composition of the 
I 

SBF. The purpose of this work is to study a-TCP reaction in the simulated body fluid, and 

phase transformation during the immersion and drying process (dehydration behavior). It also 

provides the benchmark result for the ,dissolution behavior of Si,Zn-doped tricalcium 

phosphate in SBF [ 171. 

11. Materials and Method 

a-TCP was formed according to following solid state reactions: 

2NH4HzP04 + 3CaC03= Ca3(PO4)2 + 3H20 + 3C02 + 2NH3 (1) 
The commercial reagent grade CaC03 and NH4HzP04 (Fisherscientific, Hampton, NH) were 

used as received. The stoichiometric mixture of the starting powders was first milled in 

anhydrous ethanol for 4h using alumin: media. The slurries were vacuum filtered. The 

precursor powder were then fired in alumina combustion boat in an open atmosphere furnace 

at 1300°C for 6 hours and quenched in dry air. The final powder was ground using an 

alumina mortar and pestle, and stored in the desiccator. The chemical analysis was performed 

by the ICP (Thermo Jarrell-Ash AtomScan 16, Thermo Elemental, Waltham, MA). 

The a-TCP powder was immersed in the simulated body fluid (SBF), which was 

prepared according to Bayraktar and Tas [le]. The solid to solution ratio was set at 150 

g/mL. The glass bottIes were sealed and kept in a water bath shaker at a constant temperature 
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of 37°C. The pH of the solution was measured with an accuracy of k0.02. After setting time, 

suspensions were centrifuged, Calcium and phosphorous concentrations of clear solution was 

measured by ICP. The solid was quickly washed by de-ionized water and dried in a 

convection oven or a vacuum system, The oven temperature was set at 100°C and samples 

were deied for two days. 

X-ray powder diffraction analyses were performed by a Scintag diffractctometer 

(Scintag X1, Cupertino, CA) with Cu Ka radiation. An accelerating voltage 45kV and a 

current of 40 mA were used. The XRD data were collected over 28 range of 10-40" at a step 

size of 0.02". The surface area of the powders was determined by BET method with Nz as the 

adsorbate (Quantachrome Autosorb 1, Boynton Beach, FL). The samples were outgassed 

about 12 hours at 100°C prior to adsorption mns. Microstructure development was observed 

by the scanning electron microscope (SEM) (JEOL JSM-606LV, Peabody, MA) and 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Philips CM30, 300kV, Netherlands). The powder 

specimens for TEM were ground in acetone, and then collected on 200 mesh carbon-coated 

copper TEM grids. Electron beam transparent particles were chosen for TEM examination by 

selected area diffraction (SAD). Energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS) performed in 

the TEM was used to confirm the elemental composition of the samples. The infrared spectra 

(m) were recorded between 400 and 4000 cm-' on a FTIR spectrometer (Perkin-Elmer 1600 

M-80, Wellesley, MA). Pellets were prepared by homogeneously mixing about 1 wt% sampje 

into KJ3r matrix. The background data were collected for KBr substrate and subtracted out of 

each spectrum. 

ILL Results 

ICP analysis shows that calcium, phosphor and CdP ratio in the synthesized a-TCP 

are 38.29 wt%, 19.72 wt% and 1.505 respectively, which are very close to the stoichiometric 

TCP composition (Ca:38.71 wt%, P: 20 wt%, Ca/P: 1.5). It confirms that the composition 

obtained was that expected from the starting composition. X-ray diffraction patterns for the 

synthesized a-TCP agrees well with the published JCPDS files (#29-395), which will be 

shown later with the hydrolysis products. 
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During four weeks immersion in SBF, the pH of the solution increased from 7.4 to 

7.8. Variation of Ca and P concentration in SBF as function of soaking time is shown in 

Figure 1. Both Ca and P concentration increased rapidly in the first few days, reached the 

.. . 

maximum around four days, and then decreased with further soaking. This behavior may be 

explained by an initial dissolution of Ca" and PO:- followed by reprecipitation in the form 

of HAp at increased saturation since HAp is the most stable phase at pH>4.2. In addition, i t  

is we11 known that SBF is saturated with respect to hydroxyapatite. The dissolution of a-TCP 

increased the supersaturation level in SBF, i.e. the driving force for the precipitation, finalIy 

leading to the formation of the apatite phase by consuming the Ca and P in the solution. The 

gradual transition from a-TCP to HAp surface resuIts in the change in soIubility of a a-TCP 

surface to a value approaching the solubiIity of HAP, meanwhile the dissolution rate of a- 
TCP decreases. 

Figure 2 shows XRD patterns of the vacuum dried sampIes obtained by hydrolysis of 

a-TCP powder in SBF. Distinct peaks of HAp phases are labeled. Except HAp and a-TCP 

phases, no other crystalhe phase appears in the hydrolysis reaction. The XRD patterns show 

that the HAP phase appears in the sample that hydrolyzed in one week, and the amount of 

HAp increases with increasing immersion time. After four weeks, the major phase of 

hydrolysis product is HAP, but there is still some residual a-TCP left. Compared to previous 

studiesE3, 6-81, the hydration rate of a-TCP in SBF is much slower than in other solutions: 

The complex ions in SBF may affect the hydrolysis process besides the temperaiure effect. 

Based on Monma's concIusion{l2], the Na' , K' and Mg2' ions in SBF have competitive 

effect on a-TCP hydration rate. That is, Nu' and K' accelerate the hydration process, while 

Mg2' decelerates the hydration rate. 

The FTR spectra of a-TCP and hydrolysis products are shown in Figure 3. The 

spectra of a-TCP show typical absorption bands of PO, vibrations at 800-1 100 and 500-700 

cm-' (Fig. 3a). Small shoulder around 860cm*' belongs to HPOf  peak. The hydrolysis 

products show small hydroxyl absorption peak at 3569 cm-' along with a broad band around 

3500 cm-' (Fig. 3b&c), which fall into the range of weakly hydrogen-bonded groups for 

absorbed HzO. The carbonate bands are shown in the region of 1650 to 1300 cm-' due to v3 
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vibrational mode of carbonate ion, and the peak at 873 cm-' is due to the v2 vibrationaI mode. 

The intensities increased with increase of the immersion time. Occupancy of the v2 mode is 

considered to occur competitively between on the OH- and carbonate groups at the interface 

of the growing crystal Erg]. For the stoichiometric HAP, there should be a sharp 

OH - absorption peak around 630 cm-' on the neighboring principal PO:- adsorption bands. 

However, this peak does not show in our hydrolysis product, which may be due to the 

formation of carbonate-containing HAP. ICP anaIysis for the hydrolysis solid product shows 

that the Ca/p ratio is 1.495, indicating that hydrolysis of a-TCP in SBF results in calcium- 

deficient apatite formation. According to Kuhl and Nebergall [20], this precipitated calcium- 

deficient carbonated HAP, named CO, - CDHAp in this paper, can be expressed as 

ca,,-,, INPO, a co, 1, (PO, (oH)2-x+*y 1 XPS anaIysis shows that this precipitated phase 

contains CI-, N u + ,  and Mg2+ impurities on the surface (Figure 4). From the composition 

point of view, CO, - CDHAp has similarity to the bone mineral. 

In Figure 5, SEM micrographs show the surface morphology development of a-TCP 
powders in SBF. Before immersion, the hollowed out appearance of the small granules is due 

to occluded gaseous products during sintering according to reaction (1). In TEM micrograph 

(Fig. 6a), no other phase is observed on a-TCP grains before hydrolysis, and the surface is 

smooth. After one week immersion, the powder surface is covered by a CO, -CDHAp 

layer, composed of aggregates of thin blade-like particles. With immersion time, the 

CO, - CDHAp layer get thicker and the surface became appears to be covered by needle-like 

apatite crystals. Morphology details of the hydrolysis product are given by TEM micrographs 

in Figure 6 .  After immersion in SBF for one day, an amorphous phase layer was observed on 

the surface of a-TCP, with 150nm in thickness (Figure 6b). After two weeks, the 

CO, -CDHAp layer consists of very fine grains with needle shape, about Inm in width and 

a few tens of nanometers in length. After $four weeks, a-TCP grains become smaller and 

CO, - CDHAp grow into bigger fiber-like crystals, radiating from the centre out (Figure 6c). 

The crystal size is about 20nm in width and about 300nm in length. A selected area 

diffraction pattern displayed (002) arcs corresponding to 0.349 nm d-spacing along the [OOl] 
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zone axis of HAP. Slight deviation of d-spacing form standard HAp d-spacing may be due to 

impurities incorporation in the HAp structure. EDS analysis performed in the TEM on these 

crystals confirmed the presence of caIcium and phosphor with the CaR ratio close to 1.5, 

consistent with ICP results. The specific surface area of the samples increased from 0.47 to 

51.47m2/g in 4 weeks due to the flaky-like crystal morphology and smaller crystal size 

(Table 1). It suggests that CO, -CDHAp has a fine particle structure compared with that of 

TCP. 

The hydrolysis products dried in the convection oven presented different surface 

morphology and phase composition compared to the samples dried in the vacuum system. In 

SEM micrographs, there are no flaky- to needle-like crystals on a-TCP surface, but some 

small granules for sample aged on week in SBF (Figure 7(a)), which implied that the layer 

formed in the solution is discontinuous at this time, The four-week aged sample had a thick, 

coarse and continuous layer formed on the particles surface (Figure 7(b)). Besides the 

amorphous phase, there is also a crystalline CU, -CDHAp particle was found in TEM 

micrographs for the two-week sample (Figure 7(c)).  AIong the [OOOl] direction, SAD pattern 

shows that the hydrolysis product has the typical apatite six-fold hexagonal symmetry. XRD 

patterns show that CO, -CDHAp content increase with ageing time, reach the maximum at 

two weeks, and then transform back to a-TCP again. After four weeks of immersion and then 

undergoing the drying process, the phase was almost pure a-TCP (Figure 8). According to 

the interna1 standard method of multiphase quantitative analysis, the distinct planes of HAP 

and a-TCP were chosen to compare their content in the samples by integrating peak area, 

shown in Table 2. This observed decomposition temperature (T=lOOo) is much lower than 

published values for the HAP, carbonate apatite or CDHAp conversion to TCP (>450°C) 

[21 J. The hydrolysis process in SBF may be related to this unexpected formation of a-TCP 

(high temperature form of TCP) at such it low temperature. 

IV. Discussion 

Figure 9 illustrates a schematic solubility diagram with the domains of precipitation 

and solubility [22]. A supersaturated solution in the labile concentration range forms a 
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precipitation spontaneously, and an undersaturated solution leads to the dissolution of solids, 

It is worth noting that a metastable solution may exist between under- and super-saturated 

solutions, which form no precipitate over a relatively long period. At the initial precipitation 

period, an “active” phase is generally formed from supersaturated solution. It is usually a 

very fine crystalline precipitate with a disordered lattice. This “active” phase may persist in 

metastable solution and may slowly transform into a more stable phase. As shown in Figure 

6b, an amorphous apatite phase may be the “active” phase during a-TCP hydrolysis. There is 

a vast body of literatures reporting that amorphous caIcium phosphate (ACP) is a transient 

phase during the formation of HAp in aqueous systems [23-261. The transformation from 

ACP to HAp is significantly influenced by presented ions in the solution, especially M g 2 + .  

Boulet et a1 showed evidence from precipitation studies that Mg” ions are incorporated in 

the “gelatinous” precipitate of ACP [27]. Bachra et a1 determined a so-called precipitation 

diagram for the system “calcium-carbonate-phosphate” and found that in the presence of 

Mgz* ions, the ACP phase field expanded at the expense of the CDHAp field[28]. Termine 

and Posner reported that the presence of Mg2+ ions enhanced ACP formation and retard the 

transformation of ACP into other calcium phosphate at a given degree of supersaturation C29, 

301. Our ICP analysis shows Mg2’ content in SBF decreased about 3mgL after 4 weeks 

immersion of a-TCP, which indicated that Mg incorporation into the hydrolysis product. 

XPS anaIysis also shows that there are measurable amounts of CZ- , Nu* . and 

Mg ’+ impurities on the surface of precipitated apatite (Figure 4). 

The phase transformation during drying process may be partially due to the 

amorphous phase formation and incorporation of impurities. Taken into account for ACP 

formation, the hydrolysis process of a-TCP takes place in four stages. The first step is the 

dissolution of a-TCP. Both calcium and phosphor concentration increase quickly because of 

the high solubility of a-TCP. The formation of ACP is the second step. It takes place when 

the solution became critically supersaturated with respect to HAP. At this stage, three 

reactions occur simultaneously: (1) continuous dissolution of a-TCP; (2 )  formation of ACP 

on a-TCP surface; (3) transformation of ACP to CO, - CDHAp in the interface of ACP with 
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solution. Hydrolysis is assumed to be controlled by the available surface area for dissolution 

of reactant or precipitation of products [31, 321. The dissolution of a-TCP decrease as the 

ACP and CO, - CDiYAp layers grow over a-TCP surface. 

At the third stage, a-TCP particles are surrounded by a continuous layer of ACP and 

CO, - CDHAp after two-week. Hydrolysis is controlled by diffusion of the Iiquid through 

this layer. With time, the hydrated layer becomes thicker, the diffusion of liquid through it 

becomes slower and becomes the rate limiting step [ 5 ] .  This condition limits the further 

dissolution of a-TCP. However, besides precipitated from the solution, ACP may aIso be 

formed by transformation of a-TCP due to their similar structures. ACP has been proposed to 

consist of roughly spherical Ca9(P04)6 clusters, so-called Posner's clusters (PC), closely 

packed to form larger spherical particles with water heals in the interstices [33, 341. In the 

FTIR spectrum (Figure 3), a broad HzO peak indicates that the water moleculas may have 

been incorporated into the crystal lattice.. Posner's cluster is a readily recognizable unit in 

both a- and P-TCP. In addition, ACP has a C a F  molar ratio of 1.45f0.005, close to 

stoichiometric TCP. By reaction with the water, the structure of a-TCP may become 

disordered, and results in formation of the amorphous phase. Therefore, as long as water 

molecuIar diffuse into the a-TCP structure through the layer, ACP phase wiIl continue to 

form for weeks. Since the impurities inhibit transformation of ACP to HAP, the formation of 

ACP may become the major reaction in SBF, while dissolution of a-TCP and transformation 

of ACP to HAp are limited kinetically. The solution reaches the equilibrium stage at the 

fourth step when Ca and P concentrations in the solution are saturated with respect to HAP. 

During drying in the oven, it is easy for ACP to lose interstitial water and transform back to 

TCP structure, 

V. Conclusion 
The hydration rate of a-TCP is much slower in SBF than that in the de-ionized water 

because the dissolution was limited by the lower surface area as the result of precipitation of 

hydration products on the surface. The hydrolysis products were carbonate-containing 

calcium-deficient hydroxyapatite ( CO, - CDHAp ) with Mg '+, Na' and CZ- ionic impurities 
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incorporated into the structure, which has similar composition to the biological apatite. The 

morphology of CO, -CDHAp is typical thin blade- or flake-like shape. Amorphous phase 

forms as the initial precipitated phase during the hydrolysis, which is the precursor of 

CO, - CDHAp and plays an important role in the hydroIysis process. The amorphous phase 

may decompose to a-TCP at low temperature. The hydrolysis product obtained in the SBF 

has three layers: CU, -CDHAp is the outside layer; ACP remains as the middle layer; and 

a-TCP is the core. ACP layer may continuousIy grow at ACPIa-TCP interface through the 

diffusion of water moIecule into a-TCP structure. The growth of CO, - CDHAp from ACP 

phase is hindered by the impurities ions presented in the SBF. 
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Table 1 Surface area of a-TCP in SBF 

Immersion Time 0 1 day 1 week 2 weeks 3 weeks 4 weeks 

0.47 6.58 19.97 24.27 32.70 51.47 Specific surface 
area (rn2/g> 

Table 2 Phase composition of a-TCP hydrolysis product dried in oven at 100°C 

Immersion Time 0 day lday 1 week 2 weeks 3 weeks 4 weeks 
~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~ 

a-TCP 90 61.4 31.4 31.5 73.3 75.4 

HAP 0 28.6 78.6 78.5 16.7 14.6 

Si Standard(wt%). 10 10 10 10 10 10 
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Figure 1 Ca and P concentration in SBF solution as the function of immersion time. Solution 
have been dilute 10 times for ICP analysis. Samples were run in triplicate for each data point. 
The standard error of each point is within 3%. 
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Figure 2 XRD patterns of a-TCP hydrolysis products dried in the vacuum system, The 
bottom line is the synthesized a-TCP; the"midd1e line is the hydroIysis product after 2 week 
immersion; the upper line is the hydrolysis product after 4 weeks immersion. + HAP phase 

. .' 
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Figure 3 FTlR spectra of a-TCP and hydrolysis products. (a) synthesized a-TCP, (b) in  SBF 
2 week, (c) in SBF 4 weeks 
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Figure 4 XPS spectra of a-TCP 4-week hydrolysis products dried in the vacuum system 
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Figure 5 SEM micrographs of a-TCP hydrolysis products dried in vacuum system. (a) 
synthesized a-TCP, (b) in SBF 1' week, (c) in SBF 2 weeks, (d) in SBF 4 weeks 
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200 nm 

Figure 6 TEM micrographs of a-TCP hydrolysis products. (a) synthesized a-TCP; (b) in 
SBF'l day inserted with SAD pattern from surface; (c) in SBF two weeks; (c) in SBF four 
weeks inserted with SAD pattern from needle-like crystals 
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Figure 7 SEM and TEM micrographs of a-TCP hydrolysis products dried in the oven. (a) in 
SBF 1 week, (b) in SBF 4 weeks, (c) TEM rnicrogaph of a-TCP aged in SBF two weeks. 
Inserted SAD pattern is along the [OOOl] direction. 
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Figure 8 XRD patterns of a-TCP hydrolysis products dried in the oven. (a) synthesized a- 
TCP; (b) in SBF 1 week; (c) in SBF 2 weeks; (d) in SBF 3 weeks; (e) in SBF 4 weeks. + 
HAP phase 
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-Metastability limit 
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Figure 9 Solubility and saturation. A schematic solubility diagram showing concentration 
ranges versus pH for supersaturated, metastable, saturated, and undersaturated solution [ZO] . 
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CHAPTER 7: GENERAL CONCLUSION 

An ideal temporal bone implant material should: (1) mimic the bone in composition, 

size and shape; (2) have controlled resorption rate to match the new bone growth rate and 

maintain the necessary mechanical strength; (3) support and improve the activity of 

osteoblasts in the development of new bone. Within the scope of these constraints, silicon 

and zinc modified tricalcium phosphate (Si,Zn-TCP) was synthesized as a candidate for 

resorbable temporal bone implant. This research focuses on the effect of Si and Zn on the 

dissohtion behavior, i.e. solution-drived resorption, of tricalcium phosphate. The phase 

composition and crystal structure were studied to understand the stability mechanism. 

Si,Zn-TCP powders with different doping levels were prepared by high temperature 

sintering of reactants with designed coinposition. Depending on the level of Si and Zn 

addition, the synthetic products exhibit a-phase, P-phase, or mixture of the two phases. Zn 

addition effectively suppressed the phase transition from p- to a-TCP, while Si impels this 

phase transformation. When doped both Si and Zn at the same level, Zn effect dominates the 

phase composition. Analysis of XRD patterns revealed that a:p ratio decreases from about 

9:l to 2:3 as the concentration of additives increased from 1% to 5%. With the maximum 

10% addition, there is only p phase observed in the XRD pattern. 

For samples with 10% Si and Zn addition, analysis of neutron powder diffraction 

data shows that ZnZ4 (R=0.74 A) ions substitutes for Cu2+ (R=0.99 A) at Ca(4) and Ca(5) 

sites, and Si4+ (R=0.26 A) substitutes for the P5+ (R=O.17 A) at P(1) sire in P-TCP. Si,Zn- 

10 was confirmed to have the a rhombohedral structure (space group R3c, Z = 21), with the 

unit ceII parameters a = b =10.3958(1) A, c = 37.3122(7) A, a= p =  go", and y= 120" in the 

hexagonal setting. The unit cell volume decreases 35.7 A3 cornpared to pure p-TCP. The site 

Ca(4) was partially substituted by Zn and the Ca,Zn(4).,.0(9) bond distance reduced 2.80815) 

A, much shorter than the original 3.041(1) A in pure j3-TCP structure. Ca(5) site was totally 

substituted by Zn and Zn(5)-0 bond distance decreases about 0. I A compared to Ca(5). .O 

distance as the result of the smaller Zn2' substitution. The new bond distances are close to 

the theoretical calculated one per the ionic radii, suggesting the elimination of the distortion 

and stabilization of the crystaI structure. The total Zn substitution amount is 10.01% of totaI 
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Ca sites. However, neutron diffraction data indicates that Si only partially substitutes P( 1) 

sites. The bond length of P,Si(l),-O(lO) is 0.089 A larger than P(l)..-O(lO) d' istance, 

showing the larger Si substitution effect along c axis. The increased P(2)...0 distances are 

because Zn substitution reduces CaYZn(4)--O and Zn(5)--0 distances. Si substitution 

induces a slight distortion of p- phase structure even though the effect is not remarkable. 

Hence, the substitution amount is only 3.86% of total P sites, The other 6.14% Si exists as 

amorphous nano-clusters of Si-rich phase. 

With variant doping level, Si,Zn-TCP samples showed competitive effect of Si and 

Zn substitution. The substitution of Zn for Ca wilI Jead to a contraction, while the substitution 

of Si for P will cause expansion of the structure. Zinc content has the dominant effect on the 

p phase, and silicon has a dominant effect on the a phase. As the level of doping increases, 

Zn dominates the structural changes brought about by the additives. These data are also 

consistent with the phase stabiIity study. 

The dissolution behavior of TCP could be modified by doping Si and Zn .as these 

additives to stabiIize the crystal structure, form the low solubility phases and chang the 

surface properties. In terms of the dissohtion of calcium, the dissolution rate order is: 

Si,Zn-10 < Zn-5 e P-TCP c Si,Zn-5 < Si,Zn-3 < a-/P-TCP < Si-5 e a-TCP 

This order shows that both Si and Zn can inhibit TCP dissolution. As discussed in crystal 

structure study, Zn addition can decrease the distortion and stabilize less solublep-phase 

structure rather than the a-phase. Zn also behaves as sintering aid to produce dense and 

larger particles with Iower surface area. According to Yin and Stott's ab initio density 

functional calculations [I], SiO:- may substitute for a pair of PO:- groups with an excess 

Cu2+ for charge compensation in a-TCP structure. Since there is a calcium vacancy in the 

anion-cation columns, this substitution is highly probable to stabilize the a-TCP structure. 

When samples are aged in SBF, dissolution of TCP is not the only reaction in the 

solution. When the initial TCP dissolution leads to a supersaturated solution with respect to 

HAP, reprecipitation of HAp on TCP surface occurs since HAP is the most stable phase at 

pH>4.2. Amorphous apatite, the precursor of HAp is the first phase to nucleate on the TCP 

surface, appeared as spherical particles with about 20 nm in diameter. These spherical 
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particles aggregate together and finally grow to needle-shape hydroxyapatite crystal. The 

final precipitated phase is calcium-deficient carbonate-containing hydroxyapatite as 

evidenced by chemical analysis and FTIR spectra, aIong with CI-,Nu', and Mg2+ 
impurities incorporated into the structure. It has similar composition to the bone mineral. The 

order of precipitation rate is: 

Si,Zn-IO e Zn-5 e Si,Zn-5 < Si,Zn-3 < P-TCP < Si-5 < a-/P-TCP < a-TCP 

Similar to the effect on dissolution, Zn appears to inhibit HAp precipitation too. On the 

contrary, Si can promote HAp reprecipitation by forming the highly porous structure. The 

quick formation of HAp on surface decreases the available TCP surface for dissolution, result 

in depression of TCP dissolution rate. With both Zn and Si addition, Zn has the dominating 

effect on the Si,Zn-TCP dissolution behavior. 

The cytotoxicity test shows that Si and Zn addition has no cytotoxic behavior on the 

cell within the additive level employed in this study. The health ceIls were tightly bounded to 

the particle surface, suggesting the good biocompatibility of Si,Zn-TCP. In order to confirm 

Si and Zn effect on new bone growth, Si,Zn-TCP is recommended to be investigated in 

future by estimating the osteoconductivity in animal experiments (in vivo) and the expression 

of mRNA in type I collagen, phosphatase activity and osteocalcine in cell culture. 

Reference: 
1. Yin X, Stott MJ. Theoretical insights into bone grafting silicon-stabilized a- 
tricalcium phosphate. JournaI of Chemical Physics 2005; 122(2):024709. 
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Abstract 

An ideal bone implant material would support the activity of osteoblasts in the 

development of new bone, while simultaneously being resorbed by osteoclasts as part of the 

lifelong orderly process of bone remodeling. Silicon and Zinc modified tricalcium phosphate, 

a biphasic materia1, was synthesized as a candidate for resorbable temporal bone implant 

having a controlled solubility and pharmaceutical effect to promote bone formation. From 

XRD and ICP analyses, it was shown that up to IOmol% Si and Zn can be incorporated in 

tricalcium phosphate (TCP) without formation of a secondary phase. Changes in lattice 

parameters and unit volume of TCP as calculated by Rietveld analysis indicate that Si and Zn 

substitute for P and Ca respectively. The dissolution study was carried out in simulated body 

fluid. The chemical analysis and XRD results imply that the Si and Zn additives not only 

decrease the sohbility of TCP, but also slow hydroxyapatite (HAp) precipitation, indicating 

that dissolution of temporary implant and formation of new bone may be tailored by the level 

of Si and Zn substitution. 
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I. Introduction 

Among the calcium phosphate ceramics, tricalcium phosphate has been investigated 

most extensively as the primary resorbable bioceramics for bone repIacement~""~]. According 

to the CaO/P205 phase diagram, tricalcium phosphate (TCP) exists in three crystalline forms: 

the P-tricalcium phosphate (P-Ca3(PO&, P-TCP) is stable below 1125'C, at which 

temperature it transfoms to a-tricalcium phosphate (a-Ca3(PO&, a-TCP), and a' (a'-TCP) 

is stabIe above 1430"C[41. Dissolution rate of P-TCP was reported to be 3-12 times faster than 

stoichiometric hydroxyapatite (Cas(OH)(P04)3,  HAP)[^]. In vitro studies revealed that the a- 

TCP had a higher dissolution rate than p-TCP[311. Ducheyne et al. compared the dissolution 

rates of six calcium phosphates in calcium and phosphate free solution at pH 7.3. The 

dissolution rate increased from HAp to tetra calcium phosphate (TTCP) in the following 

order[? 

HAP < CDAp < P-TCP < a-TCP <TTCP 

Due to its higher solubility, TCP as an implant, is expected to degrade in the host and be 

gradualIy replaced by the regenerating bone. Based on different tissue and implant 

conditions, the biodegradability of TCP ceramics are vary widely[7T 'I. TCP was reported to 

be more bioresorbable than HAP that usually show minimal resorption. TCP behaves as a 

seed of bone and a supplier of the Ca and PO4 ions. Furthermore, a-TCP can be handled as a 

paste and set in situ. However, higher solubility of TCP as bone implant results in loss of 

strength. Thus, the suitability of TCP for use in vivo is critically dependent on how the 

dissolution rate might be controlled by chemical modification. The biphasic a and P-TCP 

with controIled dissolution behavior will be a promising resorbable biomaterial for temporary 

implant. 

It has been shown that the solubility of zinc or magnesium doped P-TCP decreases 

with Zn and Mg content[g' "I. The decrease in solubility was attributed to the increased 

stability of the P-TCP structure caused by the addition of Zn or Mg ions. Langstaff et a1 

found that Si-doped HAP formed modified HAp and a-TCP phases foollowing sintering'", 1 2 ] .  

This material was stabilized in biological media and could be resorbed when acted upon by 

In their studies, P-TCP, HAp and commercial HAP showed -0.02% calcium 
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dissolution per day, whereas a-TCP and Si-HAp was -0.03% and -0.006% respectively. No 

report was found on the effect of these additives on a and P-TCP biphasic materials. 

From a pharmaceutical point of view, Zn and Si are osteoconductive and could 

stimulate osteogenesis for bone growth. Zinc polycarboxylate cements have also been used in 

dentistry for many years'141. Since zinc oxide (ZnO) was able to form salt-bridges between 

Zn and carboxylate ions, a simply blended mixture of ZnOHAp was used to form the bone 

cement with polyacrylic acid aqueous solution. The effect of a silicon deficient diet on chicks 

indicated that silicon is an essential trace element for the normal growth and development of 

chicks['51. An increase in dietary silicon has been directly linked to an increase in bone 

mineralization. Electron microprobe analysis and imaging ion microscopy showed that 

silicon is localized in sites of active bone formation in young rats and mice['61. 

11. MateriaIs and Method 

Si,Zn-modified TCP and pure a-TCP was prepared by sintering CaC03, NH4H2PO4, 

ZnO and Eumed Si02 at certain mole ratio at 1300°C and quenching in dry air. The P-TCP 

was produced by sintering at 1000°C. More preparation details were described in another 

paperr l7]. 
. .  

Chemical composition of the powders was determined by the ICP (Therm0 

EIemental, Franklin, MA). An X-ray powder diffractometer (Scintag Inc. CA) with Cu Kcl 

radiation was used for crystal structure analysis and lattice parameter determinations. The 

Rietveld analysis of the diffraction patterns with different additive leveIs was performed by 

Rietica software. Initial crystal parameters for a and p-TCP were taken from the literature['" 
191 

Four different samples were investigated for dissolution behavior in synthetic body 

fluid: synthesized a-TCP, P-TCP, Si,Zn-TCP-5 and Si,Zn-TCP-lO (the number 10 refers to 

10 mol% of P and Ca are replaced by Si and Zn respectively). The glass bottles were sealed 

and kept in a water bath shaker in order to preserve the temperature at 37°C. The pH of the 

solution was measured with an accuracy of kO.02. Suspensions were centrifuged and Ca 

concentration of clear solution was measured by atomic absorption spectroscopy (Perkin- 

Elmer 5000). The standard solutions for AAS were prepared based on the same ion 
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concentration of SBF except Ca". The soIid was washed several times by de-ionized water 

and dried in vacuum for XRD and SEM. 

111; Results 

I. Composition and Structure 

Table 1 lists the nominal and measured calcium, phosphorus, zinc and silicon 

contents for synthesized a-TCP and Si,&-TCP powders as determined by ICP. The 

accuracy of anaIysis was 3% with a reproducibility of 5%. The measured values are very 

dose to the intended compositions indicating negligible composition change during 

synthesis. The ratio of (Zn+Ca):(Si+P) is round 1.5, same as the ration of stoichiometric 

TCP. 

Table 1 Chemical analysis of the synthesized TCP samples 

Si fwt%] Zn [wt%] Ca:Px (Zn+Ca): (S i+P)* 
Measured Samples 

~x-TCP 0 0.008 0 0.099 1.53 N/A 
Nominal Measured Expected Measured Measured 

si ,zn-2+ 0.36 0.35 1.25 I .27 1.487 1.457 
Si,Zn-10 1.77 1.97 6.15 6.03 1.477 1.433 

+Si,Zn-2: TCP modified by the addition of 2 mol% each of Si and Zn, 
*Expressed as mole ratio 

X-ray diffraction patterns of sintered Si,Zn-TCP show excellent agreement with the 

published JCPDS files for a-TCP (#29-395), P-TCP(#09-364), or mixture of the two 

depending on additives content (Fig. 1). No evidence for other crystalline phases, such as 

CaSi03 or other phosphates, was observed indicating that Zn and Si are dissolved completely 

in the TCP structure. Figure 1 also compares XRD patterns of Si,Zn-5, Si-5, and Zn-5 

samples. Si,Zn-5 shows a mixture of a and p phases, while Zn-5 has only the p phase and Si- 

5 has a as the major phase implying that Zn addition favors formation of p phase, and will 

increase the phase transformation temperature (Tp+); while Si addition favors a structure, 

which will decrease The phase distribution analysis calculated by the Rietveld 

refinement method show that a:p ratio decreases from about 9:l to 2:3 as the concentration 

of additives increased from 1 to 5 mol%, indicating that Zn addition dominates the phase 

composition. In the phase diagrams of Ca3(PO4)2-Ca$3iO4, the solubility limit of Si in TCP is 
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approximately at a molar ratio of 4 mol% expressed as Si/(Si+P)[201. In the Si-5 sample, 

silicocarnotite appears as the second phase. Si,Zn-TCP samples show that up to 10 mol% Si 

and Zn can be incorporated into the TCP lattice without formation of a second phase. 

X'flD patterns of Si,Zo-TCP show sIight shift, indicating a change in the Iattice 

parameters imposed by the additives. Based on ionic radii, the substitution of Zn for Ca wilI 

lead to a contraction, while the substitution of Si for P will cause expansion of the unit 

cell[*''. The lattice parameters and unit cell volumes (VUJ are shown in Figure 2. The effect 

of Zn addition on the structure is demonstrated as parameters a, c and Vu, of Zn-TCP were 

all smaller than those of pure TCP. Vu,(a) of Zn-5 is 10 smaller than a-TCP (4307.5 A3 
vs 4317.6 A3). V,,(P) of Zn-5 and Zn-10 are 45 and 314 A3 smaller than that of P-TCP. 

V,,(cr) of Si-5 is 34A3 larger than that of a-TCP as expected from Si substitution. Compared 

to a-TCP, the lattice parameters of Si-TCP and Si,%-TCP expand both in b and c directions 

implying that Si substitutes primarily in sites promoting expansion along these directions. 

Si,Zn-TCP samples showed competitive effect of Si and Zn: V,,(a) of Si,Zn-TCP samples 

are larger than that of the pure a-TCP, but decrease at higher doping level. V,,(p) of Si,Zn- 

TCP is smaller than pure P-TCP but larger than Zn-TCP. Hence zinc ion has the dominant 

effect on the fl phase, and silicon has a dominant effect on the a phase. At higher doping 

levels, Zn dominates the structural changes brought by the additives. 

2. Dissolution Behavior 

Variation of [Ca"] as a function of time in SBF in contact with TCP powders is given 

in Figure 3. For a-TCP, [Ca2'] shows an increase in the first couple of days then decreased ar 

longer time with slightly increasing of pH. This behavior may be explained by an initial 

dissolution of Ca2' followed by reprecipitated in the form of HAP (HAP is the least soluble 

of the phosphates). The P-TCP shows similar dissolution behavior as a-TCP, but the lower 

Ca2' concentration indicates the lower solubility than a-TCP. In contrast, Ca2' concentration 

of SBF containing Si,Zn-TCP-10 didn't change much with constant: pH, indicating that the 

additives inhibited not only the dissolution of TCP, but also the precipitation of HAp. For 
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Fig. 1 XRD patterns of synthesized Si,Zn-TCP with different doping level. (a)Si,Zn-1 

(b)Si,Zn-2 (c) Si,Zn-3 (d)Si,Zn-4 (e)Si,Zn-5 (f)Si,Zn- 10 (g)Zn-5 (h)Si-5. The dot lines 

represent the distinct peaks of a-TCP, and the dash lines are P-TCP. + is silicocarnotite 

phase. 
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Si,Zn-TCP-5, Ca2' concentration increases slightly for the first severaI days then decreases, 

[Ca2'] is between TCP and Si,Zn-TCP-IO. The decrease in solubility can be attributed to the 

increased stability of the TCP structure as a result of the addition of Zn and Si. XRD patterns 

of the samples after aging in SBF show that the solid phase of a-TCP sample was almost 

entirely converted to HAP, while no HAp phase was observed in Si,Zn-TCP samples (Fig. 4)+ 
After immersion in SBF, the surface morphology of Si,Zn-TCP was significantly 

different from the a-TCP (Fig. 5) .  The surface of a-TCP after 4 weeks exposure to SBF 

shows characteristic solution-precipitated needle-like morphology of HAP. TEM micrograph 

shows thin fiber like features, radiating from the center out. The specific surface area of a- 

TCP increased from 0.47 to 5 1.47 m2/g in 4 weeks due to the needle-like crystal morphology 

and smaIler particle size. The XRD patterns and SEM micrographs of P-TCP also indicated 

the formation of small amount of HAP after soaking in SBF. However, there is no obvious 

morphology change in Si,Zn-TCP samples, which also prove that Si and Zn inhibited not 

only the dissolution but also the precipitation of HAP. 
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Fig. 3 Ca*+ concentration in SBF as a function of time 
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Fig. 4 XRD patterns of a-TCP and Si,Zn-TCP in SBF at different soaking time. +is HAp 

phase. 
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IV. Discussion . .  

From the crystallographic point of view, the basic crystal structure of TCP can supply 

a suitable environment for Zn and Si substitution. In the P-TCP unit cell, Ca(4) and Ca(5) 

sites are unique compared to other three sites. Ca(4) is on the 3-fold axis and has an unusuai 

coordination to the 0(9) ,  0 (9 ' ) ,  O(9") face of the P(1)Od group. Electrostatic repulsion 

between the cation and the phosphorus atom is expected to be significant and the 

Ca(4)-.-0(9) bonds are longer (3.041(1) A) than normal Ca,-.O bond, which is about 2.4A in 

agreement with the Pauling's rule"" 221. The Ca(5) site have six-foId octahedral coordination 

surrounded by oxygens, and all six Ca--O distances are relatively short, falling into the 

range 2.238-2.287A. Therefore, these two sites are very suitable for the smaller cation, but 

are highly constrained for a Ca" ion. Substitution of smaller Zn2+ for Ca2+ results in more 

stable p-TCP structure than the undoped one by reducing the strain in the structure. In 

whitlockite, Mg2+ ions with ionic radius OS7A substituted Ca(4) and Ca(5) positions. The 

Mg(4).,.0(9) bonds were 2.907& shorter than that of Ca(4)--0(9) bonds. The approach of 

O..-Mg(5).--0 angles toward 90" with increasing Mg content provides further confirmation 

of the trend toward a more ideal octahedral configuration[221. Similarly, 

tetrahedral PO:- ions in the TCP structure may be replaced by SiOT units, resulting in Si 

substituted TCP. According to the structure, each formula unit occupies 180 A3 in a-TCP 

compared with 168 A3 in the p form[231. Since a-TCP has a more open structure than p-TCP, 

the larger Si4" ions favor a over p structure. 

I 

The charge compensation due to Si4+ substitution for P5+ may be explained either by 

oxygen vacancies, or additional proton (H") incorporation into the structure. In contrast to 

expanded lattice parameter b and c, the contracted lattice parameter a of Si,Zn-TCP may 

result from the oxygen vacancies in this direction. A more detailed crystal structural analysis 

of Si-Zn-TCP is necessary to elucidate the mechanism . . .  of charge compensation. 
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Fig. 5 Micrographs of a-TCP and Si,Zn-TCP in SBF. (a)synthesized a-TCP, @)a-TCP in 

SBF after 4 weeks, (c) TEM micrograph of &TCP in SBF 4 weeks (d)synthesized Si,Zn- 

TCP-IO, (e) Si-Zn-TCP-IO in SBF after 4 weeks. 
, .  
, .  
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V. Conclusion 

Si,Zn-modified TCP exhibits a-, P-TCP structure, or mixture of the two depending on 

the level of the additives. The changes in lattice parameters and unit cell volume clearly 

demonstrate that Si and Zn are structurally incorporated into TCP and stabilize the structure. 

Zn can substitute for the Ca and causes a contraction of the unit cell. Si can substitute for the 

P and results in expansion of the unit cell. 10 mol% addition of Si & Zn appears to prevent 

dissolution of TCP, and inhibit precipitation of HAP. By varying the Zn & Si additions, the 

dissolution behavior of TCP may be controlled. 
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